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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the development and application of theoretical and computational methods to study three-body processes. The main focus is on the calculation of three-body resonances and bound states. This broadly includes the study of Efimov states and resonances,
three-body shape resonances, three-body Feshbach resonances, three-body pre-dissociated
states in systems with a conical intersection, and the calculation of three-body recombination rate coefficients. The method was applied to a number of systems. A chapter of the
thesis is dedicated to the related study of deriving correlation diagrams for three-body states
before and after a three-body collision.
More specifically, the thesis discusses the calculation of the H+H+H three-body recombination rate coefficient using the developed method. Additionally, we discuss a conceptually
simple and effective diabatization procedure for the calculation of pre-dissociated vibrational states for a system with a conical intersection. We apply the method to H3 , where the
quantum molecular dynamics are notoriously difficult and where non-adiabatic couplings are
important, and a correct description of the geometric phase associated with the diabatic representation is crucial for an accurate representation of these couplings. With our approach,
we were also able to calculate Efimov-type resonances.
The calculations of bound states and resonances were performed by formulating the problem in hyperspherical coordinates, and obtaining three-body eigenstates and eigen-energies
by applying the hyperspherical adiabatic separation and the slow variable discretization. We
employed the complex absorbing potential to calculate resonance energies and lifetimes, and
iii

introduce an uniquely defined diabatization procedure to treat X3 molecules with a conical
intersection. The proposed approach is general enough to be applied to problems in nuclear,
atomic, molecular and astrophysics.
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INTRODUCTION: IMPORTANCE OF THREE-BODY
PROCESSES

This chapter gives context to our work. It offers an overview of the relevance of threebody processes in modern-day physics. These include three-body recombination, three-body
Feshbach resonances, and three-body collisions. We also mention some prominent and widely
used three-body methods.

1.1

Three-body bound states and resonances

In this thesis, we consider inelastic (also called ’reactive’) scattering processes, where the
’particle’ and ’target’ can undergo a rearrangement that can make them different species at
the beginning and at the end of the collision [Tay72] (e.g. three-body recombination). In a
three-body scattering process (also called ’multichannel scattering’ [Tay72]), there are several
types of three-body resonances. Multichannel refers to the possible outcomes (’channels’)
available before and after a collision, e.g. for a collision of atoms a, b and c there are four
possible channels: 1) a + b + c, 2) a + bc, 3) ac + b and 4) a+(bc)*, where * denotes excitation
of the bc dimer [Tay72]. Resonances fall into two broad categories: Shape resonances and
Feshbach-type resonances [Bla06]. We introduce here some definitions, and to this end begin
by using the simple case of classical single-channel elastic scattering where the ’target’ is
fixed.
In a scattering process, a resonant state is defined as ’a long-lived state of a system, which
has sufficient energy to break-up into two or more sub-systems’ [Moi98]. In the classic elastic
1

Figure 1.1: Three possible outcomes in simple classical case of elastic (energy of ’particle’
conserved) scattering event. Figure taken from Ref. [Moi98].

scattering process, three possibilities arise: 1) an event where the incoming ’particle’ gets
trapped by the ’target’ potential in a bounded orbit, which requires the presence of a third
particle to take away the excess energy of the incoming particle (analog of quantum bound
state, ’a’ in Fig. 1.1), 2) a direct scattering event (analog of quantum continuum state, ’b’ in
Fig. 1.1), or 3) a scattering event where the ’particle’ is temporarily trapped by the ’target’
such that the lifetime of the target-particle sub-system is larger than the collision time in
direct scattering (analog of quantum resonant state, ’c’ in Fig. 1.1) [Tay72].
A shape resonance is broadly defined as a state that is temporarily trapped by a potential
barrier, e.g. centrifugal potential barrier, through which it has a non-negligible probability
of tunneling, thereby allowing the ’particle’ to escape and the target-particle sub-system
to dissociate (Fig. 1.2). A Feshbach-type resonance [Fes58] refers to a general situation
where there are at least two potential energy surfaces (PESs) with two dissociation limits
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and with some kind of coupling between them; the excited PES has a potential well that
can hold bound or quasi-bound states, which, due to the coupling between the two PESs
can ’jump’ from the top surface to the lower one (Fig. 1.2). Since the lower surface has a
lower dissociation limit, the (quasi-) bound state will then have enough energy to dissociate
in this channel; whereas it did not have enough energy to dissociate in the upper PES.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of Feshbach and shape resonances. E = 0 is the dissociation limit
for three free particles, while E < 0 dissociation limit represents one bound two-body state
plus a free particle.

3

In order to correctly calculate Feshbach resonances, it is important to have an accurate
representation of the couplings involved between the multiple channels or PESs (see, for
example, section 4.1). In this thesis, we present calculations of vibrational states using one
(chapter 3) or two (chapter 4) potential energy surfaces of the three-body system.

1.2

Experimental interest

Currently, there is strong experimental interest in three-body processes (in nuclear, atomic
and molecular systems). For example, experimentalists are interested in accurately knowing
the energies (positions) and lifetimes (widths) of three-body resonances for several reasons.
We discuss them in this section.

1.2.1

Three-body recombination

Three-body recombination (Fig. 1.3) occurs when three free atoms collide to form a predissociated ’temporary’ three-body state, which goes on to decay into a dimer and a free
atom: X + Y + Z → XYZ (finite lifetime, τ ) → XY + Z + Ekinetic , for some atoms X, Y
and Z. Therefore, three-body resonances play an important role in the process of three-body
recombinaion. Three-body recombination is important in the primordial medium of star
formation [FH07], and in Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [EG06]. In BECs, it causes the
ultracold quantum gas to heat up by releasing extra kinetic energy, placing a fundamental
limit on BEC lifetime [EG06]. Figure 1.3 illustrates this collisional process [EG06].
There are several mechanisms by which three-body recombination at ultracold temperatures occurs depending on the sign of the s−wave two-body scattering length a. In atomic
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BECs, a characterizes the net effect attributable to complex, short-range atomic interactions:
a < 0 means an attractive collective interaction (e.g. unstable BEC), and a > 0 means a
repulsive collective interaction (e.g. stable BEC) [BJL+ 02]. In the elastic scattering of slow
particles, a is defined as
a≈

δ0
,
k

(1.1)

where δ0 and k are the s−wave scattering phase shift and wave vector, respectively [LL03].
The scattering length is an important quantity, as it determines the scattering cross section
[Dav76].

Figure 1.3: Process of three-body recombination for three ultracold Cs atoms (figure taken
from Ref. [EG06]). In the recombination process, the binding energy of the dimer is taken
by the dimer and free atom as kinetic energy. R is the dissociation coordinate.

Figure 1.3 shows three-body adiabatic potentials as a function of molecule dissociation
coordinate (say, hyper-radius R) of the three-body system, which is a measure of the size
of the triangular configuration of a three-body system: a larger hyper-radius means a larger
triangle (of whatever shape). Hence, as one moves along the hyper-radial coordinate, the
triangular shape dissociates into either three free atoms or a free atom plus a dimer (section
5

2.1).
The red potentials in Fig. 1.3 are those of the three-body system before recombination
takes place, while the black potentials are for the system after recombination. The blue line
gives the energy of the three incident atoms. If a > 0, right frame of Fig. 1.3, we see the
transition from the red potential to the black one at some hyper-radius R ∼ a. There are
two mechanisms for this transition. In the first mechanism, the system jumps from the red
to the black potential when still decreasing in size to R ∼ a (blue pathway). The hyperradius decreases as the free atom rebounds off the dimer at which point R increases (still in
the recombined state), eventually leading to dissociation. Note that the size of the triangle
decreases before the system dissociates. In the second mechanism (yellow path), the three
atoms initially rebound elastically (in the red potential) to then recombine (and enter the
black potential) when they cross around R ∼ a. The green arrow represents the outgoing
channel where quantum-mechanical interference between these two paths may occur [EG06].
For a < 0 there is just one mechanism for the transition, which occurs at R  |a|. To
recombine, the system must first quantum-mechanically tunnel into the small-R region of
the red potential. The existence of resonances (as indicated by the red line) in this small-R
potential well enhances the tunneling probability. The resonance positions change with the
scattering length (red arrow). This tunes the system in and out of resonance, yielding a series
of peaks in the recombination length, for instance [EG06]. The behavior of the recombination
length as a function of a has been calculated [EG06], and also observed by Kraemer et al.
in their experiments on Cesium recombination; see Ref. [KMW+ 06] for details.
In the recombination process, the binding energy of the dimer is approximately taken by
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the dimer and free atom as kinetic energy (Fig. 5 of Ref. [Bla06]). This dimer and/or free
atom may then cause additional collisions, escape of atoms from the trap, and heating of
the trap. This process places a fundamental restriction on the lifetime of atomic BECs (see
Ref. [SZM04] and references therein).
The three-body recombination of hydrogen H + H + H ↔ H2 + H is also an important
problem. It is of great interest to the astrophysics community to have an accurate value
for the three-body recombination rate coefficient of H+H+H, which cannot be measured
experimentally. This reaction is believed to be a significant source of H2 from free H atoms
in the primordial medium of stars [FH07]. The abundance of H2 in this medium is important,
since, the rovibrational modes of H2 (and also HD) are believed to provide the only significant
means for cooling of the medium, which heats up due to gravitational contraction in the
process of star formation [FH07]. With our approach, we were able to make an estimation
of this rate coefficient (section 4.1.5). In principle, a more accurate calculation is possible
by the inclusion of the R-matrix method into our approach (see chapter 6)

1.2.2

Atomic and Molecular systems

Molecular three-body systems of experimental interest include Li3 [LPB+ 08], Rb3 [SGC+ 07],
Cs3 [KMW+ 06], H3 [FH07], and He3 [ELG96]. Cs3 provided the first experimental observation of Efimov states [KMW+ 06]. Any atomic species that can currently be used to create
atomic BECs, or can be trapped in optical lattices, is of interest as three-body processes are
of considerable importance in these systems [SZM04].
An interesting example, is the control of the two-body interaction of atoms in optical
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lattices using an external electro-magnetic field. Isolated three-body states can form within
each lattice site. These experiments contribute into the progress of the field of quantum
computing. Understanding the relevant three-body processes contributes to this field.
Three-body methods can also be used to study chemical reactions (at thermal, cold and
ultracold temperatures), as a chemical reaction is simply a collision of atoms and molecules.
In fact, any chemical reaction in the gas phase can usually be viewed as a ’three-body
problem.’ As an example, we mention the following chemical reactions: O + OH → H + O2
at cold temperatures, O + H2 → OH + H, and N + H2 → NH + H (all three of which play
an important role in combustion and atmospheric chemistry, see Refs. [LG08], [QBK08],
[ZXLG08] and references therein), and F + HCl at ultracold temperatures ([QB08]. Some
of these chemical processes are also related to current efforts into the production of H2 for
alternative fuel technology. Other atmospheric three-body processes of interest, such as
O2 + O scattering [BKW+ 03a], are important in the formation of the ozone [BKW+ 03b],
[BKW+ 03c]. The H−
3 system is also of interest as an intermediate species in the following
reactions: H2 (v) + H− → H2 (v 0 ) + H− [MZL96], D2 + H− → HD + D− [HSG97], [ZL92]and
H2 + D− → HD + H− [HSG97], [ZL92], which have implications to low temperature hydrogen
plasmas [MZL96], and constitute prototype systems for detailed dynamical studies [HSG97],
[ZL95], [PS04], [GS06], [MJ05], [YJCH06].
Three-body atomic systems, such as the ground state of the He atom, were amongst
the first three-body quantum systems considered [BS57], [Gro37]. There are several interesting three-body atomic systems: H− scattering [Lin95], e− −H− [Ho83], e− −Be scattering, e+ −He+ scattering [Ho97], e+ −H scattering, as well as several other systems involving
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positrons [Ho97].

1.2.3

Universality: Efimov states

Universality refers to properties, in systems with short range interactions, that do not depend
on the details of the structure of particles or their interactions at short distances [BH06].
Universality has recently become a more prominent topic, especially due to interest in Efimov
states. Efimov bound states and resonances represent an example of universality, where, at
low energies and large two-body scattering length, there is universal behavior in the scaling
of the energies and linewidths of Efimov states (see, for example, Eqs. 1.3, 1.6).
Efimov states were originally theorized to exist in three-body nuclear systems in the early
1970s by Vitali Efimov [Efi79], [Efi71]. In his 1971 paper [Efi71], Efimov theorized the existence of an infinite family of loosely-bound (large spatial extent) trimer states which formed
even though the two-body attraction cannot hold a bound pair. This counterintuitive state
is called an Efimov bound state. Experimentally proving the existence of Efimov states
has been facilitated by the ability to tune the two-body interaction in ultracold quantum
gases through Feshbach resonances, as was the case in 2006 when Kraemer and coworkers
observed Efimov states in an ultracold gas of Cs atoms [KMW+ 06]. These experimental results confirm key predictions, and open up few-body quantum systems to further experiment
[EG06].
Efimov states appear when the two-body scattering length a is much larger than the
radius of the forces r0 , or equivalently, if there exists a very shallow two-body bound or
virtual state [Efi71]. Efimov studied a system of three particles that interact only within
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a vanishingly small range and derived a three-body potential-energy curve in terms of the
three-body dissociation coordinate (hyper-radius ρ, section 2.1) [EG06], [Efi71]. The effective
ρ-dependence of the interaction potential in this case turns out to be of the form s2i /ρ2 .
The constants si are roots of a transcendental equation and may be real and imaginary.
There is one imaginary root, |s0 | ∼ 1, such that the three-body potential has a universal,
negative coefficient of proportionality and Efimov states appear [Efi71]. The properties of
this potential are well-known since it resembles the potential of a charged particle in the
field of a dipole:


1 d
d2
s2
+ i2
− 2−
dρ
ρ dρ ρ


Fsi (ρ) = EFsi (ρ)

(1.2)

Solving the time-independent Schroedinger equation for this system yields that the energy
levels condense to zero exponentially,
En = En−1 e−2π/|s0 | ≈ 1.94 × 10−3 En−1 ,

(1.3)

where |s0 | = 1.006 is related to the strength of the so-called effective dipole moment [NSE02],
[EG06]. The most favorable conditions for the formation of Efimov states are for identical,
spinless, neutral bosons with zero relative angular momentum l [Efi71].
Figure 1.4, taken from [KMW+ 06], shows the energy scaling of consecutive Efimov
trimers, and their dependence on a. In this figure, we are looking at a plot of inverse
scattering length a−1 versus the three-body energy for a region where r0  a. For a < 0 the
gray region corresponds to the dissociation of the system to three free atoms, while for a > 0
the gray area corresponds to the dimer + free atom dissociation. Considering a system with
a virtual 2-body bound state just above the dissociation limit (e.g. a is large and negative),
10

Figure 1.4: Plot shows dependence of three-body energy on 2-body scattering length a (figure
taken from Ref. [KMW+ 06]). Note energy of Efimov trimers is much less than energy of
non-Efimov trimers. Infinite family of Efimov states exists only at 1/a = 0 (see text).

Fig. 1.4 predicts the first Efimov state to appear at a1 ∼ −22r0 [Efi71]. As we increase |a|,
we find the second Efimov state at a2 ∼ 22a1 , the third Efimov state at a3 ∼ 22a2 , and so
on... The n + 1 state appears at [Efi71]
an+1 ≈ 22an .

(1.4)

For a given a > 0 there is a finite number of Efimov trimer levels N (a) given by [Efi71] (with
logarithmic accuracy)
|s0 |
ln
N (a) =
2π



a
r0


.

(1.5)

As a → ∞, i.e. as the energy of the two-body bound or virtual state approaches zero, there is
a “condensation ”of three-body bound states and an infinite number of bound states, Efimov
11

trimers (ETs), appear.
The ability to manipulate the interactions between atoms, i.e. to tune a , in ultracold
quantum gases using Feshbach resonances has facilitated the possibility of observing Efimov
physics.
The experimental evidence for the existence of Efimov bound states from Kraemer et al.
[KMW+ 06], makes a study of Efimov resonances specially relevant. An Efimov resonance
occurs when a pre-dissociated ET dissociates into a dimer and a free atom (e.g. at a = a01
in Fig. 1.4), or into three free atoms (a = a1 in Fig. 1.4). This can occur when the three
free atoms threshold or the dimer + free atom threshold meets the Efimov trimer, i.e. near
those values of the scattering length given by Eq. 1.4, where ETs meet continuum states. In
principle, at these respective junctures one may observe a dissociation of an ET into three
free atoms or a dimer + free atom. In this case, the linewidths Γ of the Efimov resonances
scale similar to the energies [NSE02]
Γn = Γn−1 e−2π/|s0 | .

(1.6)

In this thesis, we calculate Efimov-type resonances for a model system (section 3.2).

1.2.4

Nuclear systems

While the emphasis of this thesis has been on three-body problems in atomic and molecular systems, our approach can, in principle, be applied to interesting three-body nuclear
problems. Section 3.1 discusses our study of a model nuclear system.
Current three-body phenomena of interest in nuclear systems include three-body halo
nuclei [NFJG01], [ZDF+ 93], and Efimov states (section 1.2.3). Efimov states were origi12

nally formulated as a phenomenon in nuclear systems [Efi71], and they still constitute an
interesting problem in nuclear systems, e.g.
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C and

11

Li [GFJ06], [JFARG07].

Halo nuclei are a new type of nuclear structure found in extremely neutron rich light
nuclei, e.g.

11

Li and 6 He [VDE07], [ZDF+ 93]. Of special interest are the Borromean nuclei,

where the nuclear structure, when considered as a three-body system, does not have any
bound states in the two-body sub-systems, but has three-body bound states (similarly to
Efimov states) [ZDF+ 93]. In principle, it is possible to adapt our approach to study such
systems.

1.3

Existing theoretical approaches for three bodies

There are several methods available for calculating three-body bound states and resonances,
some of which are discussed in this chapter, so why are we working in this area? Simply, each
method has its advantages and limitations, and in this thesis we believe we show some of the
advantages of our approach in studying interesting three-body processes. Additionally, in
principle, our proposed approach is general enough to be applicable to the study of several
important three-body processes (chapter 6).
While there are many different three-body methods currently used, there are several
prominent methods (time-dependent and -independent) worth briefly mentioning. These include the Faddeev equations, the hyperspherical adiabatic approximation (section 2.2.1), the
’slow’ variable discretization (section 2.2.2), Jacobi coordinates (section 2.1), hyperspherical
coordinates (section 2.1), complex scaling, complex absorbing potential (section 2.2.6), the
R-matrix [AGLK96], and time-dependent wave packets [KK86]. Each method has its pros
13

and cons. The purpose of this section is to briefly introduce some of those important methods not discussed later in the thesis. It will provide a frame against which we can compare
our theoretical approach.
We begin with the Faddeev equations method. The Faddeev equations are a set of
integro-differential equations used to solve the three-body Schroedinger equation [Fad61],
which were originally intended to be solved in momentum space, but have been generalized
to coordinate space as well as to n-body systems [NFJG01]. If the Schroedinger equation
can be written as
H(Q)Ψ = [H0 (Q) + Vn−body (Q)]Ψ = zΨ

(1.7)

where H0 gives the kinetic energy of the system for some convenient set of coordinates Q,
and the potential energy can be written as a sum of pairwise pieces
Vn−body = V1 + V2 + V3 + ... + Vn , n ∈ [2, ∞),

(1.8)

and if z is not an eigenvalue of H0 , then H0 − z is invertible and the eigenstate Ψ can be
written as a sum
Ψ=

n
X

ψi ,

(1.9)

i=1

where ψi are
n

X
−1
ψi =
Vi
ψj .
H0 − z j=1

(1.10)

It is then possible to derive the differential Faddeev equations,
(H0 + Vi − z)ψi = −Vi

n
X
j6=i
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ψj .

(1.11)

Inverting Eq. 1.11 (e.g. z not eigenvalue of H0 +Vi ), produces the Faddeev integral equations
[Mot08],
n

ψi =

X
−1
Vi
ψj .
H0 + Vi − z j6=i

(1.12)

In order to calculate resonance positions and widths, the complex scaling method is
often employed [Ho83]. The complex scaling method is based on the mathematical work of
Aguilar and Balslev in the early 1970s [AC71], [BC71]. This method consists of rotating the
dissociation coordinate R (e.g. hyper-radius: see section 2.1) into the complex plane R →
Reiβ [FGJ03], or equivalently, rotating the interparticle distances into the complex plane
[Ho83]. This transforms the spectrum of the three-body Hamiltonian such that resonant
states have eigenvalues of the form
Γ
E = Eres − i ,
2

(1.13)

where Eres gives the resonance position while Γ/2 is the halfwidth of the resonance.
Another widely-used method is the time-dependent propagation of wave packets. The
idea is to solve the time-dependent Schroedinger equation, and obtain the time evolution
of the wave packet in space and time to extract the required observables from the timedependent wave packet.
Another method worth mentioning is the adiabatically adjusting principal axes hyperspherical coordinates (APH) approach [PP87]. This method allows accurate representation
of wave functions which are strongly localized in classically allowed regions of configuration
space. This is done by expanding the wave function in potential-adapted basis functions
(instead of hyperspherical harmonics) that have large amplitudes only in the energetically
15

allowed regions. This, in turn, greatly reduces the number of coupled differential equations
that must be solved [Wil05].
Finally, there is the hyperpherical diabatic-by-sector method, where the scattering matrix and state-to-state differential cross sections are obtained by solving the time-dependent
three-body vibrational Schroedinger equation [Wil05], [LL89], [LL91]. After solving the hyperangular part of the Hamiltonian and obtaining adiabatic eigen-energies and eigen-states,
the hyper-radial axis is divided into sectors and the total wave function is expanded in the
potential-adapted angular basis for each sector (similar to APH). This produces a set of
coupled differential equations in hyper-radius, which are used to propagate a logarithmic
derivative matrix along hyper-radius. Reactance matrix (and, therefore, scattering matrix
and cross sections) is obtained when the logarithmic derivative matrix is analyzed in terms
of asymptotic solutions on the hyper-sphere where the propagation is stopped [Wil05].

1.4

Obstacles in three-body calculations

The quantum three-body problem has been considered as ’difficult’ ever since it was first
studied nearly 80 years ago [BS57], and is still considered as ’unsolved’ [NFJG01]. Even the
classical three-body problem of the Earth-Moon-Sun system, as of relatively recently, has
unanswered questions [Gut98], [HM96], [LR95]. One of the main obstacles in three-body
calculations is that there is no exact way of solving the three-body Schroedinger equation.
This is complicated by the fact that sometimes the three-body term in the potential may not
be known or may not be exact (analytically or numerically), and must therefore be approximated. When calculating three-body resonances, it is crucial to have an accurate represen16

tation of the relevant potential energy surfaces and couplings. An additional complication
arises if one considers loosely bound three-body states, which extend to large distances and
require very large grids to calculate. Here, we propose a way to treat such states (chapter
2).
Even though powerful computational methods have been developed, and powerful supercomputers are available to solve the three-body Schroedinger equation, the computational
load can still be overwhelming. For example, to study Li3 it is necessary to include hundreds
of adiabatic states that are closely coupled (similar to Fig. 4.5), which available supercomputers cannot handle in a reasonable amount of time. This is just considering the vibrational
dynamics for zero total three-body angular momentum; if one were to include all other relevant degrees of freedom the computation time necessary could be several times longer. The
computational problems become greater as one considers systems with heavier atoms, like
Cs or Rb for instance, which are of great interest to experimentalists. Such systems are
more complicated and the calculations have to be more involved in order to obtain accurate
results.
When solving a given three-body scattering problem, it seems that it is inevitable to come
up against some approximations, such as the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation,
which causes the method to only be applicable under limited conditions.
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OUR APPROACH

This chapter lays out our overall approach to calculate three-body bound states and resonances. The challenge is to solve the full three-body Hamiltonian. The backbone of our
approach is a combination of hyperspherical coordinates, the ’slow’ variable discretization
method, and the complex absorbing potential. This chapter also introduces necessary background information.

2.1

Hyperspherical coordinates in present method

The use of hyperspherical coordinates to treat few-body problems has become widespread.
They were first introduced into atomic physics in 1937 [Gro37]. One important aspect of
hyperspherical coordinates is that they can be applied to any three-body system irrespective
of the masses of the particles [Lin95]. So, they have been applied to study such diverse
three-body systems as, for example, two-electron atoms, atom-diatom scattering, trinucleon
bound states, and nonrelativistic model of baryons [Lin95].
Six hyperspherical coordinates are required to describe the physical configuration of a
three-body system. Five of these coordinates are ’angular’ (i.e. they have a finite range):
two of these ’internal’ coordinates give the shape of the triangle formed by the three bodies
(’hyperangles’ θ, ϕ), while the other three are Euler angles (α, β, γ ) that specify the spatial
orientation of the plane formed by the three bodies (’external’ coordinates). Ranges for
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Euler angles are
0 ≤ α ≤ 2π,
0 ≤ β ≤ π,
0 ≤ γ ≤ 2π.
It is the angular motion of this plane with respect to the laboratory frame of reference that
gives the three-body system angular momentum. For simplicity, we only consider systems
with zero total three-body angular momentum and, therefore, we will not need to specify
Euler angles. In principle, we could include nonzero three-body angular momentum into our
calculations without any major difficulties, as will be discussed later in the thesis.
The sixth coordinate, called the hyper-radius, is a measure of the size of the triangle,
making it the dissociation coordinate for the three-body system: the three-body system
dissociates as the hyper-radius becomes very large.
There are several ways to define hyperspherical coordinates (see for example, [BG00],
[ELG96], [LL89], [Joh80]). In this work, we used the modified version of the Smith-Whitten
coordinates defined in Ref. [Joh80]. Smith-Whitten hyperspherical coordinates begin with
mass-weighed Jacobi coordinates, which are constructed as follows. Let ~x(i) be the position
of the ith atom, M and µ be the total and reduced mass,
M = m1 + m2 + m3 ,
r
m1 m2 m3
µ=
,
M
and let us define a mass-weighed factor
r
di =

mi 
mi 
1−
;
µ
M
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(2.1)

~ (k) in Fig. 2.1), each of which specifies the
then we can define two sets of vectors (~r(k) and R
configuration of the three-body system,
~r(k) =
~ (k)

R

1 (j)
(~x − ~x(i) ),
dk



mj ~x(j) + mi~x(i)
(k)
,
= dk ~x −
mj + mi

(2.2)

(2.3)

where i, j and k are different. As seen in Fig. 2.1, for a given three-body configuration,
~ (k) ) vectors can be used. However, for some configurations
anyone of these sets of (~r(k) , R
one set of vectors may be more convenient to use than the others. These vectors define the
hyper-radius ρ of the system,
2

~ (k) |2 ,
ρ2 = |~r(k) | + |R

(2.4)

~ (k)
such that ρ increases as the particles get further and further apart (i.e. as ~r(k) or R
increases). Thus, as ρ increases the three-body system dissociates. ρ2 is proportional to
the larger of the three principal moments of inertia of the system. Notice that ρ is not
proportional to the area of the triangle formed by the three-body configuration, as ρ must
be nonzero for collinear configurations, where the area of the triangle is zero. Finally, ρ is
always positive and invariant under rotations of the system, and also independent of index
k [Joh83].
Smith-Whitten hyperspherical coordinates define the ’shape of the triangle’ by two hy~ (k) into x and y Cartesian
perangles (θ̃ and ϕ̃k ) in the following way. If we break ~r(k) and R
components of the principal axes of inertia coordinate system, then we can define the hy-
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(k) ~ (k)
Figure 2.1: Three sets of mass-weighed Jacobi coordinates (~r0 , R
0 ), k = 1, 2, 3, sketched

assuming m1 > m2 > m3 . For three identical particles, all sets are equivalent due to particle
indistinguishability.

perangles in terms of these components
~rx(k) = ρ cos θ̃ cos ϕ̃k ,
~ry(k) = −ρ sin θ̃ sin ϕ̃k ,
~ x(k) = ρ cos θ̃ sin ϕ̃k ,
R
~ y(k) = ρ sin θ̃ cos ϕ̃k .
R

(2.5)

The range of ϕ̃k is defined by Eq. 2.5 as
0 ≤ φ̃k ≤ 2π.
The range of θ̃ is determined by equations
4A
ρ
Q
cos 2θ̃ = 2 ,
ρ
sin 2θ̃ =

(2.6)

where A is the area of the triangle formed by the three-body configuration, and Q is related
to the moments of inertia along the principal axes coordinate system (see Refs. [Joh80] and
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[Smi62] for a detailed description):
~ x(k) )2 − (~ry(k) )2 − (R
~ y(k) )2 ≥ 0.
Q = (~rx(k) )2 + (R

(2.7)

The range of θ̃ is then restricted to
0 ≤ θ̃ ≤ π/4.

In order to overcome serious disadvantages mapping potential energy surfaces into threedimensional configuration space [Kup75], these Smith-Whitten hyperspherical coordinates
are modified. Ref. [Joh80] makes the substitutions
θ = π/2 − 2θ̃,
ϕk = 2π − 2φ̃k ,

(2.8)

such that,
0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2,
0 ≤ ϕk < 4π.

(2.9)

For convenience the ranges of the branches are defined as 0 ≤ ϕka ≤ 2π and 2π ≤ ϕkb < 4π,
with ϕkb = ϕka + 2π. Each physical arrangement of the particles corresponds to two hyperspherical points, (ρ, θ, ϕka ) and (ρ, θ, ϕkb ), that map to the same point in configuration space
[Joh80]. To specify a given physical arrangement, we only need one point in configuration
space (ρ, θ, ϕ), dropping the k label as it is arbitrarily chosen without loss of generality and
with 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π
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Figure 2.2: Physical arrangement of particles mapped into configuration space by hyperspherical coordinates ρ, θ and ϕ; these coordinates define particle configuration size (ρ) and
shape (θ, ϕ). Although it is difficult to tell from the figure, the two-dimensional space of hyperangles displays C3v symmetry (section 2.2.4) for a system of identical particles. Particles
are labeled by numbers 1, 2, and 3 for future reference.

We can now write the distance between particles:
d1 ρ p
|~r(1) | = √
1 + sin θ sin ϕ,
2
d2 ρ p
|~r(2) | = √
1 + sin θ sin(ϕ − 2 ),
2
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d3 ρ p
(3)
|~r | = √
1 + sin θ sin(ϕ + 3 ),
2

(2.10)

where



m3
2 = 2 arctan
,
µ
 
m2
3 = 2 arctan
µ

(2.11)

with 0 ≤ i ≤ π.
Our particle configurations can now be mapped to configuration space, as shown in Fig.
2.2, where the ranges of ρ, θ and ϕ are
0 ≤ ρ < ∞,
0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2,
0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π.

2.2

(2.12)

Quantum formalism

In this section, we discuss the quantum mechanics in our theoretical approach. It consists
of the Born-Oppenheimer-like hyperspherical adiabatic separation of hyper-radius and hyperangles, the ’slow-variable discretization,’ and the complex absorbing potential (CAP).
Combined with Smith-Whitten hyperspherical coordinates, this forms the backbone of our
theoretical method. In order to study three-body recombination, we remove the CAP from
our calculations and instead use the R-matrix. The R-matrix is also discussed at the end of
the section.
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2.2.1

The adiabatic hyperspherical approximation

The hyperspherical adiabatic approach treats the hyperradius as the adiabatic parameter. It
consists of (1) formulating the three-body problem in hyperspherical coordinates as defined
in the previous section and (2) obtaining the vibrational eigenenergies and eigenfunctions in
a two-step procedure. It is analogous to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in diatomic
molecules. It involves solving the three-body Schroedinger equation
(K(ρ, θ, ϕ) + V (ρ, θ, ϕ))Φn (ρ, θ, ϕ) = En vib Φn (ρ, θ, ϕ)

(2.13)

by fixing hyper-radius at ρi and diagonalizing the adiabatic Hamiltonian in a two-dimensional
space of hyperangles
Hρadi φa (ρi , θ, ϕ) = Ua (ρi )φa (ρi , θ, ϕ),

(2.14)

where a labels eigenenergies and eigenfunctions of H ad at fixed ρi . Each adiabatic eigenenergy
Ua and eigenstate φa will obey certain symmetry transformations according to the symmetries
of the three-body system, as will be explained in section 2.2.4. Eigenstates φa are plotted
in the two-dimensional hyperangular space and depend parametrically on hyper-radius, and
we refer to them as ’hyperangular adiabatic wave functions.’ For a fixed hyper-radius ρi , the
hyperangular wave functions are orthonormal,
hφa (ρi ; θ, ϕ)|φa0 (ρi ; θ, ϕ)i = δa,a0

(2.15)

However, hyperangular wave functions are not orthonormal for different hyper-radii (see
section 2.2.2, Eq. 2.28)
hφa (ρi ; θ, ϕ)|φa (ρj ; θ, ϕ)i =
6 δi,j .
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(2.16)

The adiabatic Hamiltonian in the above equation is
Λ0 2 + 15
4
+ V3body (ρi ; θ, ϕ),
=
2µρi 2

(2.17)


∂
∂
1
∂2
1
sin(2θ) +
= −4
,
sin(2θ) ∂θ
∂θ sin2 (θ) ∂ϕ2

(2.18)

Hρadi
where
Λ0

2



is the square of the grand angular momentum operator associated with the hyperspherical
coordinates. Here and everywhere below, we assume that the total angular momentum of
the system is 0.
This procedure is repeated for many hyper-radii defining a set of adiabatic channels
that depend on ρ: Ua (ρ). We obtain the hyper-radial wave functions and the vibrational
eigenenergies by solving a set of multi-channel hyper-radial coupled Schroedinger equations
with the adiabatic energies taking the place of one-dimensional three-body potentials,
[K(ρ) + Ua (ρ)]ψa,n (ρ) +

X

[Wa,a0 ψa0 ,n (ρ)] = Envib ψa,n (ρ),

(2.19)

a0

where K =

−1 d2
2µ dρ2

is the kinetic energy operator, n labels the three-body vibrational level of

the trimer, ψa,n (ρ) is the ath component of the hyper-radial wave function Ψn (ρ), and
Wa,a0 =

−1
d2
1
d
d
hφa (ρ, θ, ϕ)| 2 |φa0 (ρ, θ, ϕ)i + hφa (ρ, θ, ϕ)| |φa0 (ρ, θ, ϕ)i ,
2µ
µ
dρ
dρ
dρ

(2.20)

represents the non-adiabatic coupling elements. Solving Eq. 2.19 numerically would yield
a numerically exact solution for the original Schroedinger equation, Eq. 2.13, assuming all
a-channels are taken into account. However, if the non-adiabatic couplings have a spiky
dependence on ρ then a numerical solution becomes very difficult. Therefore, in many
applications these coupling terms are ignored. This is called the adiabatic approximation.
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The procedure relies on separating the total wave function into a product of hyperangular
and a hyper-radial components for each channel a, and it makes the following approximation
for the total three-body vibrational wave functions and eigenenergies:
Φn (ρ, θ, ϕ) ≈ Φa,v (ρ, θ, ϕ) = ψa,v (ρ)φa (ρ, θ, ϕ)

(2.21)

i.e. only the main component of Ψn (ρ) is considered as a hyper-radial part of the eigenfunction in the adiabatic approximation, and
Envib ≈ a,v .

(2.22)

where a,v is the vibrational energy obtained if we ignore the coupling elements in Eq. 2.19,
i.e when we solve Eq. 2.24. For numerical calculations, we expand ψa,v in a basis set πj (ρ):
ψa,v (ρ) =

N
X

cj,a,v πj (ρ).

(2.23)

j=1

The computer code which calculates the three-body resonances uses B-spline basis [PBP02],
[Esr97] and the discrete variable representation (DVR) basis set [Wil92], [WZ96], [KDKMS99],
[MBK89]. These are commonly used basis functions, for example, like sines or Legendre
polynomials. The numerical method through which the DVR basis is applied, mapped DVR
basis, is discussed later in this chapter in section 2.3.1. Since this method does not account for non-adiabatic couplings between the different channels, say, a and a0 , then we are
essentially solving the following eigenvalue problem:
[K(ρ) + Ua (ρ)]ψa,v (ρ) = a,v ψa,v (ρ).

(2.24)

In order to account for non-adiabatic couplings between different channels, we use the slow
variable discretization method of Tolstikhin et al. [TWM96], which is described in the next
section.
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2.2.2

’Slow’ variable discretization

This section gives an overview of the ’slow’ variable discretization (SVD) method developed
by Tolstikhin, Watanabe, and Matsuzawa in 1996 (Ref. [TWM96]). Therefore, this section
will, in most part, be a review of Ref. [TWM96]. The method is an integral part of our
approach.
In this section we will abbreviate slow variable discretization by SVD (not to be confused with ’single value decomposition’, an unrelated mathematical procedure). Solving
Eq. 2.19 would solve the three-body problem exactly. SVD offers an opportunity to keep
the hyper-radius as the dissociation coordinate and to obtain essentially exact vibrational
eigenfunctions, Φn (ρ, θ, ϕ) [KMS06]. The SVD method bases the adiabatic separation of
hyper-radius and hyperangles on the smoothness (as opposed to slowness) of Hρadi with respect to ρ [TWM96]. The SVD method applied here is slightly modified from Ref. [TWM96]
in order to be able to apply the DVR basis.
We begin, just like in the adiabatic approach, by solving for the adiabatic eigenenergies
Ua (ρ) and eigenfunctions at φa (ρi , θ, ϕ) a fixed hyper-radius ρi . However, instead of approximating the vibrational eigenfunction Φn (ρ, θ, ϕ) by Eq. 2.21, we now expand in the basis
with hyper-radial eigenfunctions as the expansion coefficients
Φn (ρi , θ, φ) =

X

ψa,n (ρi )φa (ρi ; θ, ϕ),

(2.25)

a,i

The sum is over the adiabatic channels. Next, the hyper-radial eigenfunctions are expanded
in a localized basis (e.g. DVR, B-splines, Legendre polynomials...) as in Eq. 2.23
ψa (ρ) =

X
j
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cj,a πj (ρ),

(2.26)

where index n is now implicit and omitted for simplicity. Using Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26, the
following one-channel hyper-radial Schroedinger equation is obtained [TWM96]
Xh

i
X
hπi |K(ρ)|πi0 iOia,i0 a0 + hπi |Ua (ρ)|πi0 iδaa0 ci0 a0 = E
hπi |πi0 iOia,i0 a0 ci0 a0 ,

(2.27)

i0 ,a0

i0 ,a0

where
Oia,i0 a0 = hφa (ρi ; θ, ϕ)|φa0 (ρi0 ; θ, ϕ)i,

(2.28)

represent overlapping matrix elements between hyperangular adiabatic states at different
hyper-radii. When we use the DVR basis representation, Eq. 2.27 becomes
X

[hπi0 |K(ρ)|πi iOi0 a0 ,ia + Ua (ρi )δi0 ,i δa0 ,a ]ci0 ,a0 = E

i0 ,a0

X

Oi0 a0 ,ia ci,a0

(2.29)

a0

Usually, the hπi0 |K(ρ)|πi i term can be evaluated analytically [KMS06]. Equation 2.29 has
the form of a generalized eigenvalue problem, which can be solved through commonly known
methods. If we take M to be the number of adiabatic channels taken into account, and N
to be the number of basis functions (Eq. 2.26) then H and O are N M x N M matrices.
In the SVD method, then, the non-adiabatic coupling terms Wa,a0 in Eq. 2.19 are replaced
by the overlapping matrix elements Oi0 a0 ,ia . Therefore, there is no need to calculate first
and second derivatives of φa (ρi ; θ, ϕ) (see Eq. 2.20), nor is it necessary, if one wanted to
use a minimal number hyper-radial grid points, to have a priori knowledge of the location
of avoided crossings (where non-adiabatic couplings are especially strong). Consequently, it
becomes easier to implement a computer solution to the Schroedinger equation [KMS06].
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2.2.3

Hyper-radial wave functions

In the SVD approach, the hyper-radius is the dissociation coordinate. In this sense, hyperradial ’motion’ means the separation of the particles at large ρ. The hyper-radial wave
functions for a given vibrational state contain information about the dynamics of that state
at the dissociation limit, and at short and intermediate inter-particle distances.
As explained in section 2.2.1, hyper-radial and hyperangular wavefunctions arise from
the separation of the hyper-radial (ρ) and hyperangular ’motions’ (θ, ϕ) in solving the threebody Hamiltonian. In SVD, the hyperangular wave functions form the basis set for the total
vibrational wave function with hyper-radial wave functions as expansion coefficients (see Eq.
2.25). Thus, for a given vibrational state n the sum of the probabilities should equal unity,
XZ

|ψa,n (ρ)|2 dρ = 1.

(2.30)

a

Hyper-radial wave functions ψa,n are obtained in the second step of the SVD, by solving
a set of coupled Schroedinger equations (see Eq. 2.27). The couplings mean that the threebody system can jump from one adiabatic state to another. Each adiabatic state component
ψa,n has a real and imaginary part due to the addition of a CAP to the adiabatic potentials
(see section 2.2.6). Figure 2.3 shows an example of channel by channel component hyperradial wave functions for a calculation employing two adiabatic channels. The contribution
of a given adiabatic channel to the total three-body vibrational wave function is determined
by the modulus squared of the real and imaginary parts. The most probable dissociation
channel, i.e. the X2 (v, jr ) + X(nl) channel or X(nl) + X(nl) +X(nl) channel, where n and
l are atomic principal and angular momentum quantum numbers, respectively, and v and
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Figure 2.3: Example of hyper-radial wave functions (Ψ1 (ρ) and Ψ2 (ρ)) of three-body system
with two adiabatic states (U1 (ρ) and U2 (ρ)).

jr are two-body vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively, is determined
by the modulus squared of the wave function components |ψa,n |2 and by the hyper-radial
velocity. Knowing the relevant dissociation channels for a given vibrational state is also
important in determining the optimal CAP strength (see section 2.2.6) and, therefore, in
obtaining a more accurate energy and width for that vibrational state. Knowing the extent
of the hyper-radial wave functions also helps determine the placement of CAP.
As will be shown, hyper-radial wave functions also help distinguish bound, quasi-bound,
and continuum states. This is because the wave functions show at which hyper-radial distance(s) the three-body state is most likely to be: Short distances imply bound states, long
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distances imply continuum states, and a combination of both implies quasi-bound states.
In the calculation of Efimov states (states with very large spatial extent, see section
1.2.3), the hyper-radial wave functions are especially important in helping determine the
size of the hyper-radial grid and distinguishing Efimov resonances from normal ones.
Finally, hyper-radial wave functions can also be important in confirming the convergence
of the energies and widths of three-body states. For example, for a fixed grid size, the hyperradial wave function of a converged resonant state should not change very much with changes
in, say, the number of adiabatic states included in the calculation, or in the placement of CAP.
When the grid size is increased the hyper-radial wave function is renormalized, however, this
is a computational problem and does not reflect on the physics of the system.

2.2.4

Hyperangular wave functions: symmetries of adiabatic Hamiltonian and
group theory for three bodies

The hyperangular wave functions complement information about the dynamics of the threebody vibrational state given by the hyper-radial wave function: they give information about
the vibrational modes of the three-body system. They are obtained by solving Eq. 2.17.
For a fixed hyper-radius, they are plotted in the two-dimensional configuration space of the
three-body physical arrangement (see Fig. 2.2).
Hyperangular wave functions are especially important in determining the convergence
of the adiabatic energies. A smooth wave function with the correct symmetries is a good
sign of convergence of adiabatic energies. This is crucial since the energies and widths of
three-body vibrational states depend directly on the accuracy of the adiabatic energies. In
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this section, we will discuss hyperangular wave functions in more detail. We begin with the
symmetries of the adiabatic states.
The quantum mechanical applications of group theory are based on the fact that the
Schroedinger equation for the physical system is invariant with respect to symmetry transformations of the system [LL03]. In this thesis, we focus on systems of three identical particles
with zero total three-body angular momentum J = 0. Relative motion of three identical
structureless particles is characterized by the C3v point group, which includes 2π/3 rotations
and vertical plane reflections. Since hyper-radius doesn’t affect the shape of the three-body
configuration, then in the space of hyperangles certain symmetries exist [KG03]. In the SVD
approach, the adiabatic Schroedinger equation (2.14) contains these C3v symmetries. Consequently, hyperangular wave functions will also posses C3v symmetries. Considering these
symmetries greatly simplifies the study of three-body systems.
Each eigenstate of the adiabatic Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.17) transforms according to one of
the irreducible representations of the C3v or D3h symmetry groups. Thus, hyperangular wave
functions are characterized by one of the irreducible representations of the corresponding
symmetry group (C3v or D3h ). C3v has three irreducible representations labelled as E, A1 ,
and A2 , where E is doubly degenerate. We use Ea and Eb states as a basis in the E space. A1
and A2 are one-dimensional representations [LL03]. Each irreducible representation obeys
certain symmetry properties. We expound on this below, by reviewing some group theory
for three identical bodies.
Systems of three identical particles are described by the S3 group of permutations, which
leaves the Schroedinger equation invariant. S3 is isomorphous to the C3v group, which means
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Figure 2.4: Visual depiction of C3v point symmetry group [LL03]. There is only one axis of
symmetry of the third order, with three intersecting vertical planes.

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of each group [Gal02]. Isomorphic
groups have identical properties in the abstract sense, so instead of studying a complicated
group directly, it may be more convenient to consider a simpler isomorphic group to it.
C3v is a point group, meaning that at least one point of the system must remain fixed
when any transformations are applied. This means all axes and planes of symmetry must
have at least one common point, as shown in Fig. 2.4 [LL03]. The C3v group has a single
axis of symmetry (see Fig. 2.4).
2π/3 rotations about this axis leaves the system unchanged. There are three planes of
symmetry which pass through this axis, intersecting along the axis at angles of π/3 [LL03].
The system then remains unchanged after reflections σv through the vertical planes. In total,
C3v has 6 elements (i.e. its order g = 6), including the identity element.
Let us now discuss the irreducible representations of C3v . Consider the function Υ1 which
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is a single-valued function of the coordinates in the configuration space of the physical system
[LL03]. In our approach, for example, this configuration space would be the two-dimensional
space of hyperangles. Then, upon an operation of one of the elements of the symmetry group
Ĝ, the function Υ1 is transformed into some other function. This is true for each element
of the group, so that from Υ1 we obtain g different functions, and f of these will be linearly
independent (f ≤ g). Thus, each element Ĝ of a symmetry group can be considered to be a
matrix which acts like an operator on a set of linearly independent functions Υk like
ĜΥk =

f
X

Gik Υi ,

(2.31)

i=1

where Υk can always be chosen as to be orthonormal, and k = 1, 2, 3, ...f . A representation of
a group is the set of matrices of all elements Ĝ in a group and Υk are called the basis of that
representation [LL03]. Integer f is called the dimension of the representation. Expansion
coefficients Gik are elements of the matrix operator Ĝ
Z
Gik =

Υ∗i ĜΥk dQ,

where integrand dQ is over configuration space.
If we make some linear transformation Ŝ of the base functions
Υ0k = ŜΥk ,

(2.32)

producing a new set of orthonormal functions Υ0k , then the matrix of the operator Ĝ in the
new primed representation is the matrix of the operator
Ĝ0 = Ŝ −1 ĜŜ
in the old unprimed representation [LL03].
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If Ŝ in Eq. 2.32 is a suitable transformation such that the base functions divide into
sets of f1 , f2 , ...(f1 + f2 + ... = f ) functions so that, when any element of the group acts on
them, the functions in each set are transformed only into combinations of themselves, then
the representation in question is called reducible [LL03].
A representation is called irreducible if the number of base functions that are transformed
only into combinations of themselves cannot be reduced by any linear transformation of them.
Irreducible representations play an important role in quantum mechanical applications of
group theory [LL03].
Any reducible representation can be decomposed into irreducible ones. There are three
irreducible representations of the C3v group: E, A1 and A2 . They are determined in the
following way. Firstly, there are several ways to check that the representation you have
is in fact irreducible. For example, if the number of irreducible representations is equal
to the number of classes in a group [Gal02]. A class is defined by a group element that
is conjugate to all other elements in the group. Figure 2.5 shows the classes of C3v : all
reflections σv belong to one class, cyclic rotations make up a second class, while the identity
operation makes up the third and final class - hence three irreducible representations for
C3v . The character (or trace) of a group element Ĝ also enables us to determine whether
a representation is reducible or not. This is because the sum of the moduli squared of the
characters (χirrep (G)) of an irreducible representation equals the order of the representation,
X

|χirrep (G)|2 = g;

(2.33)

G

This sum is greater than g if the representation is reducible. The character of the identity
element also equals the dimension of the representation [LL03]. Additionally, the dimensions
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of the irreducible representations of a group divide its order [LL03]. Characters for the C3v
symmetry group are shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Table of characters of irreducible representations of C3v [LL03]. The letters x,
y, and z label the representations by which the coordinates themselves are transformed.

Now then, fixing the irreducible representation determines the behavior of the given state
with respect to the various symmetry transformations. The trivial irreducible representation
of any group is the one given by a single base function that satisfies all symmetry operations
of the group, in the case of C3v it is the A1 representation. When one makes a reflection about
one of the vertical planes (σv operation), or apply any number of 2π/3 rotations about the
principal axis, z in Fig. 2.4, the A1 irreducible representation leaves the system unaltered.
Next, we consider another base function that is also invariant with respect to rotations,
but is antisymmetric with respect to σv reflections. This is the A2 representation. The A
representations are one-dimensional, i.e. f = 1, since they are also base functions of the
cyclic C3 group, which is Abelian and therefore only has one-dimensional representations.
Finally, we consider functions multiplied by e2πi/3 and e4πi/3 which change into each other
upon reflection. These are the E symmetry base functions. The E representation is two-
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dimensional, i.e. f = 2, and is separated into Ea and Eb states. These states are chosen to
be symmetric (Ea ) and antisymmetric (Eb ) with respect to exchange of two particles, say
(12). According to Eq. 2.33 and Table 2.5, we have all the irreducible representations of C3v
since the square of the characters add to the group order: 12 + 12 + 22 = 6.
When carrying out numerical calculations, the E hyperangular functions turn out to be
mixed like E1,2 = Ea cos α±Eb sin α. Pure Ea and Eb functions are extracted by constructing
a matrix of (12) permutations in the basis of the E1,2 states and diagonalizing it [KG03].
Figure 2.6 shows examples of hyperangular wave functions for a C3v system, and the symmetry properties of each irreducible representation, e.g. A1 remains unchanged after 2π/3
rotations, etc...
For a Schroedinger equation that is invariant under symmetry transformations, applying
a symmetry operation to an eigenfunction (Υ, say) of a stationary state of the system
belonging to a given adiabatic energy level must yield another eigenfunction which also gives
the same eigenenergy. By applying all other symmetry transformations to Υ, we produce a
set of eigenfunctions (Υk ) that transform into linear combinations of one another (exactly like
functions Υk of Eq. 2.31). Thus, this set gives a representation of the group, which is in fact
irreducible. This is because functions that transform into linear combinations of themselves
under a symmetry operation must invariably belong to the same energy. It would be an
improbable coincidence to have a set of equal eigenergies corresponding to different groups
of functions (h1 , h2 , ...), into which the basis of a reducible representation can be divided,
which are not transformed into linear combinations of one another [LL03]. Hence, to each
energy level of the system there corresponds some irreducible representation of its symmetry
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Figure 2.6: Hyperangular wave functions for system with C3v symmetry. Wave functions
are shown as contour plots, where each line represents an equipotential. All irreducible
representations of C3v (A1 , A2 , and E) are displayed. Note the symmetries that characterize
each irreducible representation: A1 and A2 are unchanged by 2π/3 rotations of ϕ; A1 is
symmetric through reflections across ϕ = 2π/3 vertical planes while A2 is anti-symmetric.
Ea states are symmetric through one vertical plane at ϕ = π/2, while Eb is anti-symmetric
through the same plane.

group. So, for a system of three identical particles, hyperangular wave functions φa are not
only eigenfunctions of the adiabatic Hamiltonian, but are also automatically identified as
belonging to one of the C3v irreducible representations: A1 , A2 , or E. The dimension of the
representation equals the degeneracy of the level. Therefore, in a system of three identical
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particles, degenerate adiabatic energies are readily identified as Ea and Eb symmetry states.

Figure 2.7: Adiabatic channels for system of three identical particles.

Additionally, note the implication that adiabatic channels of one-dimensional representations (i.e. A1 and A2 symmetry) cannot self-cross, but instead form avoided crossings at
points where they would cross. For example, an A1 symmetry channel cannot cross another
A1 symmetry channel. However, channels of different symmetries may cross with each other
(see Fig. 2.7).
When rotation of the space-fixed coordinate system has to be accounted for, i.e. total
three-body angular momentum J 6= 0, then the symmetry of the system is represented by
the D3h group. If we add inversion I to the group of permutations S3 , then we obtain a
group isomorphous to point group D3h = C3v ⊗ σh , where σh is now a reflection through
the ’horizontal’ plane formed by the three-body system (see Fig. 2.8). This gives D3h twice
as many elements as C3v : all the previous C3v elements plus these elements multiplied by
σh . D3h has six irreducible representations: A01 , A001 , A02 , A002 , E 0 , E 00 , where E 0 and E 00 are
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Figure 2.8: Visual depiction of D3h point symmetry group [LL03]. It is the same as C3v (Fig.
2.4), with the addition of three horizontal axes of symmetry of the second order intersecting
at π/3.

two-dimensional and the rest are one-dimensional. D3h will be applied to the study of good
quantum numbers in three-body collisions in chapter 5.

2.2.5

Normal coordinates and labelling of vibrational states

Vibrational and rotational motions of a three-body molecular system can be treated separately due to the so-called Sayvetz conditions [Cal73]. Vibrations are conveniently described
by normal coordinates, which are adapted to the geometry of the system. These normal
coordinates arise out of a classical ball-and-spring model that is made of the atoms and
their two-body interactions. The atoms are assumed to be point masses, and the springs
holding them together are assumed to be massless and to obey Hooke’s Law. The validity of
this approximation is judged a posteriori by comparing how well its physical properties fit
experimental data [Cal73]. We present a brief review of normal coordinates, but the reader
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is referred to Refs. [Cal73], [WDC55] or [Rei02] for thorough discussions normal coordinates.
A molecule of N atoms has 3N degrees of freedom, but 3N + 6 coordinates associated
with it: three Euler angles describing rotation, three Cartesian coordinates for the center
of mass of the molecule, and 3N coordinates connecting the atoms to the rotating frame
[WDC55]. Therefore, all the coordinates cannot be independent and six conditions must
exist connecting them. Three conditions locate the center of mass at the origin of the
rotating system, ensuring the rotating frame moves with the molecule. The other three
conditions tie the coordinate system to the molecule so that they rotate together. These
conditions are used to separate vibrations from rotations or translations [WDC55].
To treat small vibrations, we define interatomic distances r1 , r2 , and r3 for a system of
three identical particles (upper left of Fig. 2.9), and displacements from equilibrium distances
re as ∆ri = ri − re . Here, it is assumed that while one atom moves, the others remain in
place. Also, due to the symmetry of the molecule (Fig. 2.9), only bond lengths, and not
angles, are considered [Rei02]. We use this to define mass-weighed Cartesian coordinates

qi =

√

mi ∆ri ,

(2.34)

i
and express the kinetic energy as a function of the time derivative of qi ( dq
= q̇i )
dt

2T =

X

q̇i2 ,

(2.35)

i=1

where mi = m is the same for all three atoms. For simplicity of writing the equations, it is
assumed in this section that sums over each qi must cover x, y, and z components. It is then
assumed that the potential energy V is some function of the displacements and can thus be
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expanded about qi = 0,
2V = 2V0 + 2

X  ∂V 
i

∂qi



X  ∂2V 
1X
∂3V
qi +
qi qj +
qi qj qk + ... (2.36)
∂qi ∂qj 0
3 i,j,k ∂qi ∂qj ∂qk 0
0
i,j

where subscript 0 indicates qi = 0 [Cal73]. We can shift the zero of the potential energy
(V0 = 0 since we are only interested in the qi dependence), and apply the the condition that
V has a minimum at re

Fi =

dV
dqi


= 0,

(2.37)

Fij qi qj .

(2.38)

0

so that to the first approximation V becomes
2V =

X
i,j

The Fij are force constants that represent the proportionality between displacement and
restoring force [Cal73]. Combining the equations of motion of the Langrangian with Eqs.
2.38 and 2.35
d
dt



∂T
∂ q̇i




+

∂V
∂qi


= 0,

(2.39)

we obtain
q̈i +

X

Fi,j qj = 0.

(2.40)

qi = Ai cos(ωt + η),

(2.41)

j

The solutions are of the form

where ω is the frequency of vibration, and the maximum amplitude is Ai . Equation 2.40 can
be rewritten as
X

(Fij − λδij )Aj = 0,

j

where λk = ωk2 , and δij is the Kroenecker delta [Cal73].
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(2.42)

In order to obtain the normal coordinates, we first write Eqs. 2.35 and 2.38 as matrix
products
2T = q̇t q̇,
2V = qt Fq

(2.43)

where q is a column vector containing all qi displacements, F is a 3N x 3N symmetric
matrix whose components are the Fij force constants, and t denotes transpose [Cal73]. In
principle, it is possible to find a new set of coordinates Q, which are obtained via a linear
transformation L−1 of q
Q = L−1 q,

(2.44)

X

(2.45)

or equivalently,
Qk =

0
lki
qi ,

i
0
such that T and V will become diagonal. The lki
are the matrix elements of L−1 . This choice

of coordinates, which simplifies the problem greatly, are called the normal coordinates. Normal coordinates allow for the solution of the Schroedinger equation, since these coordinates
make it possible to write T and V as a sum of separate terms, each of which is a function of
a single coordinate [Cal73]. Qi must also satisfy the Sayvetz conditions [Cal73].
V and T can now be written as
2V = Qt ΛQ
2T = Q̇t Q̇

(2.46)

where Λ is diagonal, with normal frequency parameters λk for matrix elements [Cal73].
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Figure 2.9: Set of normal modes of vibration for X3 system, where particle X has mass
m. Each particle is labeled by 1, 2 or 3. Superposition of degenerate normal modes (Qx +
iQy ) produces nuclear motion on right. Each vibrational mode can be characterized by a
quantum number (v1 , vx , vy ...). In the normal mode approximation the symmetric mode is
characterized by v1 , while the asymmetric stretch modes are characterized by v2 and l2 (see
discussion in text).

Combining Eqs. 2.35, 2.38, 2.44 and 2.46 imposes the conditions (see Ref. [Cal73])
Lt L = I,
|F − Iλk |Lk = 0.

(2.47)

Equations 2.44 and 2.47 tell us that for each normal coordinate Qi , the corresponding row
of L , i.e. λi , determines which x, y and z displacements take part in that normal coordinate,
the frequency of vibration ωk of all the atoms, and the amplitudes Aik of each atom. A mode
like this, where all the atoms vibrate with the same frequency, but different amplitudes is
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called a normal mode of vibration (see Fig. 2.9).
If we chose for our coordinates q the Eliashevich vectors S (see Ref. [Rei02]), then it is
possible to obtain normal coordinates
 m 1/2 1
√ (∆r1 + ∆r2 + ∆r3 )
Q1 =
3
3
 m 1/2 1
√ (2∆r1 − ∆r2 − ∆r3 )
Qx =
3
3
 m 1/2
Qy =
(∆r3 − ∆r2 ).
3
Qx can be Qy alternatively written as
Qx = Qr cos α
Qy = Qr sin α

(2.48)

Coordinate Q1 describes the symmetric stretch of the molecule (breathing mode), whereas
(Qx , Qy ), or equivalently (Qr , α), describe bends and the asymmetric stretch. Qr and α
describe the Qx + iQy radial and angular motion, respectively (see Fig. 2.9).
When one or more λk coincide, say λk = λl , this means the normal vibration is degenerate
and it reflects some symmetry of the system [Cal73]. In this case, Eq. 2.42 can have solutions
of the form aAjk + bAjl for any a and b. For example, the X3 system of Fig. 2.9 has 3 x
3 - 6 = 3 normal modes of vibration two of which, the Qx and Qy modes, are degenerate.
These can be combined to produce the motion of Qx + iQy , which is still a normal mode as
it moves with the same frequency ωk [Cal73].
The symmetry of the hyperangular wave function is connected to the vibrational modes
of the three-body system.
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The number of nodes in the θ and ϕ directions vary according to the excitation of the
vibrational state. If we consider the normal mode approximation, one can assign to each
vibrational state three quantum numbers v1 , v2 and l2 , which describe the three-dimensional
harmonic oscillator of the C3v symmetry. Quantum number v1 describes the symmetric
stretch mode, while v2 describes the asymmetric stretch mode radial vibrational quanta.
Finally, l2 describes the quanta of the vibrational angular momentum mode and is restricted
to −v2 , −v2 + 2, ...,v2 − 2, v2 [DBK08]. Figure 2.9 shows normal vibrational coordinates for
a three-body system of identical particles with the corresponding quantum numbers.
Hyper-radius is the variable associated with symmetric stretch modes since it does not
affect the symmetry of the three-body configuration. Therefore, in the normal mode approximation v1 is the quantum of excitation in hyper-radius. The quantum of excitation in
hyperangles can similarly be recast as v2 and l2 .
The (v1 , v2l2 ) triad of quantum numbers are only approximations to realistic systems,
which do not behave exactly according to the normal mode approximation. In fact, as it
will be shown in later chapters, it is not always clear how to label three-body vibrational
states, as non-adiabatic couplings do not allow for the normal mode approximation labels,
and there are different labelling conventions used. Also, it is not always clear how to label
molecular terms.

2.2.6

Complex absorbing potential

Complex absorbing potentials (CAPs), first introduced in the field of time-dependent wave
packet propagation by Kosloff and Kosloff (1986) [KK86], are used to absorb wave packets
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near the edges of grids in quantum dynamical calculations [VBK92]. They are useful in
scattering problems. In the absence of a CAP, the outgoing flux would be bounced back from
the right side of the grid. Such a behavior is unphysical. The presence of a CAP simulates
the infinite grid: the outgoing flux is never coming back. This means a minimization of both
reflection (R) (from the CAP) and transmission (T ) (through the CAP) of the outgoing
wavepacket at the edge of the grid, i.e. a gradual attenuation of the asymptotic part of the
outgoing wavepacket. Figure 2.10 shows a cartoon sketch of a CAP.

Figure 2.10: Cartoon of CAP, where ρ is some dissociation coordinate (see text).
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CAP effectiveness is related to CAP form:
V (ρ̄) = −iA1 [ρ̄]


3 2
V (ρ̄) = −iA2 ρ̄
2
 
V (ρ̄) = −iA3 2ρ̄3


5 4
V (ρ̄) = −iA4 ρ̄
2

 
−2
V (ρ̄) = −iA5 N exp
ρ̄

(2.49)

where
ρ̄ =

ρmax − ρ
L

and where ρ can be the hyper-radius or some other inter-atomic distance, and L is the
damping length of the potential. Therefore, 0 ≤ ρ̄ ≤ 1. For numerical calculations, since
CAP is placed at the end of the grid, then ρ̄ is replaced by
ρ0 =

ρ − (ρmax − L)
L

In our approach, we place the CAP in the adiabatic potentials to absorb the outgoing flux of
hyper-radial wave functions (i.e. Ua (ρ) → Ua (ρ)+iV (ρ0 ) in Eq. 2.27). The best form of CAP
to use is determined by the amount of space available for CAP. For example, where only
small CAP lengths are possible, exponential CAPs attenuate the wavepacket less efficiently
than linear CAPs.
The extent to which the different potentials transmit or reflect the wave packet can be
quantified. Optimal CAP parameters (strength Ai , and length L) to minimize R + T for
each type of potential are derived for use with any chosen mass or kinetic energy in Ref.
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[VBK92]. In order to determine L and Ai for some value of R + T , we must first know
the deBroglie wavelength λdB of the dissociating flux in the asymptotic region, i.e. the
deBroglie wavelength of the dissociating particles. Obtaining kinetic energy from Ekin =
|Edissociation | − |Eresonance |, we then determine
λdB = √

2π
,
2µEkin

where µ is the reduced mass of the dissociating products. We then use λdB to determine
CAP damping length L. The longer the L the better the attenuation, but obviously one
would always like to devote a minimal region to the CAP so as to not interfere with the small
distance physics and to minimally affect the physics of the system [VBK92]. Usually, CAP
length that is two to four deBroglie wavelengths is good enough. For a given L/λdB ratio,
one obtains the optimal CAP strength Ai for preselected (and very small) R + T values from
a table in Ref. [VBK92] (see Fig. 2.11).
The CAP method can also be used to determine resonance lifetimes and energies [RM93].
The addition of the CAP is like a perturbation of the Hamiltonian that makes it nonHermitian,
H → H (c) = H + iV,
and changes the energy spectrum dramatically [RM93]. The CAP-modified Hamiltonian has
a purely discrete spectrum (for proof see Ref. [RM93]). In fact, CAPs provide a means
for distinguishing continuum states from resonant states: If CAP damping length L is such
that it is far from the small-distance region of the potential then it shall not affect bound
and resonant eigenvalues (Eq. 2.50) as much as it affects continuum eigenvalues. Therefore,
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Figure 2.11: Example of table of optimization of CAP parameters, taken from Vibok et al.
[VBK92].

continuum eigenvalues will show more dramatic changes in Eres and Γ to small changes in
CAP length or strength than resonant states.
There are some instances where the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian can be solved analytically; see for instance, Ref. [RM93]. In the CAP method, resonance states are given by
eigenvalues Envib of the complex Hamiltonian that are exposed as poles in the complex plane
with the form
Γ
Envib = Eres − i .
2

(2.50)

This is similar to the method of complex-coordinate rotation where the imaginary part Γ/2
of the eigenenergy is the resonance halfwidth, and the real part Eres gives the position of
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the resonance. Numerically solving the eigenvalue Eq. 2.27 in the presence of CAP yields
three-body vibrational state energies and lifetimes, and complex hyper-radial wave functions
ψa,n (ρ) (section 2.2.3).
For completion of discussion, we mention another way of obtaining (Eres , Γ) using the
CAP, but that is not used in our approach: Defining a complex inner product for eigenfunctions of H (c) as
Z
(ψm |ψn ) :=

∞

ψm (ρ)ψn (ρ)dρ,
0

and defining the matrix elements of a complex operator as
(c)
Hmn
:= (ψm |H (c) |ψn ) := (ψm |H (c) ψn ),

one can obtain a matrix representation of H (c) that is complex but symmetric with respect
to the defined complex product. Additionally, its eigenvectors form a complex orthogonal
system. Knowing complex eigenfunctions ψ(ρ) of H (c) it is possible to obtain resonance
energies (Eres ) and widths (Γ) from the eigenvalue equation H (c) ψ = (Eres − i Γ2 )ψ as [RM93]
hψ|H (c) |ψi
hψ|ψi
hψ|H (c) |ψi
.
Γ = −2Im
hψ|ψi
Eres = Re

2.2.7

(2.51)

R-matrix with ’slow’ variable discretization

We present an adaptation of the R-matrix method to the SVD approach. Although no
calculations using the R-matrix method are presented in this thesis, we present the method,
as it will be used in future work (see chapter 6). The eigenchannel R-matrix approach consists
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of solving the three-body vibrational Schroedinger equation at a chosen energy E subject
to scattering conditions, and then calculating a set of linearly independent eigenstates Ψ
of the R-matrix at the specified energy [AGLK96]. These solutions are used to obtain the
R-matrix. From the R-matrix, it is then possible to obtain the K-matrix and S-matrix. In
some instances, it is possible to have an analytical expression of the R-matrix [AGLK96].
The R-matrix method is a variational approach, so a preselected eigen-energy to the
three-body Hamiltonian, say E, is used to obtain eigenstates Ψβ of the R-matrix within a
preselected hyperspherical reaction volume dV (hyper-sphere)
R
E=

1
∇2 + U )Ψβ dV
Ψ∗β (− 2µ
R ∗
,
Ψβ Ψβ dV

(2.52)

where ∇2 and U are hyper-radial kinetic and potential energy operators, µ the three-body
reduced mass. This implies that Ψβ should have a normal logarithmic derivative
bβ = −

∂Ψβ (ρ, θ, ϕ)
∂ρ

(2.53)

that is independent of hyperangles (θ, ϕ) [AGLK96]. Combining Eqs. 2.53 and 2.52 using
Greene’s theorem for the kinetic energy operator integral, and the Bloch operator

1
δ(ρ
2ρ

−

d
ρ0 ) dρ
ρ (where ρ0 is the hyper-radius of the hyper-sphere) yields,

1
2µ

Z

Ψ∗β bβ δ(ρ

Z
− ρ0 )Ψβ dV =

Seeking solutions of the form Ψβ =

Ψ∗β EΨβ
P

k

Z
dV −

(

1
|∇Ψβ |2 + Ψ∗β V Ψβ )dV.
2µ

(2.54)

Ck yk (ρ, θ, ϕ), where yk is expanded in terms of

hyper-radial and hyperangular wave functions, yk (ρ, θ, ϕ) = πj (ρ)φa,j (ρj , θ, ϕ), and using the
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desired boundary conditions of the hyper-sphere,
δbβ
=0
δΨβ
∂bβ
=>
=0
∂Ck
for all k, it is possible to obtain Ck , or equivalently, Ψβ . It is done by solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem
~ = bβ ΛC
~
ΓC

(2.55)

where
Z 
Γkl = 2µ


1 ∂yk∗ ∂yl
+ yk (E − U )yl dV
2µ ∂ρ ∂ρ

= hπj 0 |πj iOja,j 0 a0 + hπj 0 |E − U |πj iOja,j 0 a0
and Λkl =

R

yk∗ yl dΣ, where integrand dΣ is over the surface of the hypersphere. It is now

possible to obtain the R-matrix
Rij = −

X

Ziα

α

1 −1
(Z )
bα j,α

(2.56)

where
Ziα = hφi |Ψα i|ρ=ρ0 .

(2.57)

Once the R-matrix is known, it is straightforward to obtain the K-matrix and S-matrix,
which, in turn, will allow the calculation of the three-body recombination coefficient k3
[EGB99], along with other quantities of interest.
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2.3

Numerical Methods

This section lays out details on the numerical methods used in our calculations. Section
2.3.1 discusses a mapping procedure used to make our calculations of higly excited, loosely
bound vibrational states more efficient.

2.3.1

Mapped Fourier grid, mapped DVR basis set, and mapped grid in hyperangles

This method aims to avoid the implementation of very large grids. One of the purposes of
using a mapping procedure is to reduce the calculation time while improving the accuracy
of the calculations [FBK96]. For instance, when considering a system like the loosely bound
helium trimer one must take into account large distances between the particles (large ρ).
This necessitates the use of a large number N of basis functions πj (ρ) in the expansion of
the hyper-radial wave function (Eq. 2.23), and thus leads to the diagonalization of a large
N x N Hamiltonian matrix [KMS06]. However, computation time can be reduced by using
a mapping procedure that defines a new set of basis functions by performing a change of
variable in hyper-radius: ρ → x(ρ). The mapping is made such that a relatively small
number of basis functions πj (x) are needed to represent the required eigenfunctions of the
Hamiltonian. In our method, we used the DVR basis in this mapping.
By doing this we can accurately represent wave functions for which the deBroglie wavelength varies by more than one order of magnitude from small to large inter-nuclear distances,
for instance. When the deBroglie wavelength is small, a smaller grid step is required than
when the deBroglie wavelength is large. This means that in the momentum representation
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the wave function is not localized. To represent the wave function using a constant grid
step, therefore, makes the DVR basis unnecessarily large [KMS06]. The solution is to make
the change in variable such that in the new variable x the wave function ψa,v has a local
deBroglie wavelength that is approximately constant. In practice, this mapping of ρ(x) can
be done by estimating the local deBroglie wavelength [KMS06]. Since the eigenfunction in
the conjugated momentum space is much more localized, then a smaller number of πj (x)
basis functions is needed for accurate representation. Hence, in the ρ representation this procedure produces a non-uniform DVR grid along ρ. For example, for wave functions of weakly
bound two-body states, which may oscillate much more at short internuclear distances than
at larger ones, the grid would be more dense at small internuclear distances where the wave
function oscillates more.
We apply this mapping procedure to the hyper-radius. This is the first time a mapped
DVR basis is applied in hyper-radius [KMS06]. The grid steps ∆ρ and ∆x are related by

∆ρ = J(x)∆x

(2.58)

where
J(x) =

dρ
.
dx

(2.59)

We can write Eq. 2.24 as

[K(ρ(x)) + Ua (ρ(x))]θa,v (x) = a,v θa,v (x),

(2.60)

where θa,v (x) is given by
θa,v (x) =

p

J(x)ψa,v (x),
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(2.61)

such that it is normalized to 1,
Z

2

|θa,v (x)| dx =

Z

dρ
J(x)|ψa,v (x)|
=
J(x)
2

Z

|ψa,v (x)|2 dρ = 1.

(2.62)

In the x coordinate we can rewrite the kinetic energy operator as


1 −1 d2
d2 1
7 (J 0 )2 J 00
−1 d2
=
−
+
− 3 ,
K(x) = K(ρ(x)) =
2µ dρ(x)2
4µ J 2 dx2 dx2 J 2 2 J 4
J

(2.63)

where J is a function of x. The primes represent derivatives with respect to x. Equation
2.60 is solved to determine all levels up to a maximum energy max . This mapping procedure
can also be used when solving Eq. 2.27.
In practice, J(x), ρ(x), and the step sizes ∆ρ and ∆x are determined in the following
way. We know that ∆x is constant, and can be chosen to equal 1 for simplicity. ∆ρ is
variable and chosen according to the desirable density in a given region of hyper-radius. So
we have J(x) = ∆ρ(x) and determining ∆ρ is sufficient to determine J(x) and ρ(x). We
begin with the smallest value of ρ, ρ1 , and determine the step size ∆ρ1 according to the
required accuracy. The next point in the grid is given by ρ2 = ρ1 + ∆ρ1 . We determine ∆ρ2
according to the required accuracy, and the next point will be given by ρ3 = ρ2 + ∆ρ2 , and
so on. This is repeated until we reach the end of the grid. The corresponding values of x
for ρi are xi = i [KMS06]. Figure 2.12 gives an example of the mapping procedure in hyperradius that was used to calculate Efimov-type resonances in a model system (see section
3.2). The reason to use this linear grid mapping is that Efimov states have large spatial
extension (several orders of magnitude, see Figs. 3.10 and 3.11), but their short distance
(short wavelength) behavior must be accurately described to obtain the correct phase of the
wave function. Therefore, in order to make efficient calculations, a small step size is required
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at short distance, while a large step size can be used at large distances.

Figure 2.12: Non-uniform grid step along hyper-radius ∆ρ used in the calculation of Efimov
resonances.

To determine ∆ρi at a given ρi we must consider how dense the grid must be at that
particular region. For instance, if ψa,v (ρ(x)) in the neighborhood of ρi can be effectively
represented by just a few πj (x) basis functions, then the step size ∆ρi = J(x) can be
relatively large. Kokoouline et al. showed in Ref. [KDKMS99] that wave functions of
excited levels, which have many oscillations, are well represented using the mapped DVR
basis with the grid step given by
π

∆ρi = β p

2µEkin (ρi )

.

(2.64)

The kinetic energy in the above equation is calculated using the semi-classical approximation
that at a given point ρi , it is the difference, Ekin (ρi ) = Emax − Ua (ρi ), between the maximum
energy considered in the calculation (Emax , constant for all ρi ) and the value of the threebody potential Ua (ρ) at ρi . The constant β < 1 is introduced to uniformly control the
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accuracy of the calculations by uniformly reducing the step size, which would produce more
accurate eigenenergies and wave functions. When several channels a are involved, the same
grid can be used for all channels, in view of calculations involving non-adiabatic couplings.
In that case, Ekin becomes Ekin (ρi ) = Emax −min[Ua (ρi )], where min[Ua (ρi )] is the lowest
potential curve at ρi .
The approach for determining ∆ρ using Ekin (ρi ) is only efficient for excited states having
many nodes. If only the ground state and/or a few weakly excited states are considered then
the step size should be adapted to the local variation of the states [KMS06].

Figure 2.13: Non-uniform grid step along hyperangle θ used in the calculation of Efimov
resonances. ∆θ is grid step size such that θi+1 = θi + ∆θi .

When plotting hyperangular wave functions, it is also convenient to use a non-uniform
grid. This is specially true when, at large values of hyper-radius, the hyperangular wave
functions become very localized [FBK96]. Figure 3.12 shows a good example of this. In such a
case, one can produce a grid on the qualitative features of the wave functions, such as the non-
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uniform grid steps (∆θ and ∆ϕ) in θ and ϕ shown in Figs. 2.13 and 2.14, respectively. The
idea is to have more grid points in regions where the wave function is mostly concentrated.
Unlike step sizes in hyper-radius (Eq. 2.64), this hyperangular mapping procedure is not
based on the local deBroglie wavelength λdB . These procedures help optimize the computer
power at our disposal (section 2.3.3).

Figure 2.14: Non-uniform grid step along hyperangle ϕ used in the calculation of Efimov
resonances. ∆ϕ is defined similarly to ∆θ (caption of Fig. 2.13).

2.3.2

B-splines

Basis splines, or B-splines, are a commonly used basis set in numerical calculations. In
our case, we are able to accurately represent wave functions with a small number of basis
functions, and thus minimal calculation effort. B-splines are defined in the following way.
Given m + 1 values ti ∈ [0, 1], called knots, with t0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tm , a spline of degree n
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is a parametric curve S(t) composed of basis B-splines bi,n (t) of degree n [PBP02], [Wik]
S(t) =

m−n−1
X

Pi bi,n (t) , t ∈ [tn , tm−n ].

(2.65)

i=0

The Pi are called control points or de Boor points. There are m < n control points. In our
case, we use cubic, e.g. t3 , B-splines. An excellent description of B-splines and its application
to numerical calculations can be found in Appendix C of Ref. [Esr97], and in [PBP02].

2.3.3

Parallel computers

The way the three-body dissociation problem is formulated allows us to take advantage
of parallel computations on supercomputers. For each hyper-radial point a separate and
independent calculation is made. Therefore, for a grid which contains N hyper-radial points
we can simultaneously employ N processors. The computers we used allowed us to submit
jobs to be carried out in “nodes”. A node consists of a fixed number of processors and
therefore the number of hyper-radial points in our grid had to be a multiple of this number.
The more nodes we used the faster a given job will be done for the same total computational
cost.
We changed the parameters of the problem through the use of input files, which allowed changing of variables such as number of states, number of basis functions, interaction
strength, or CAP parameters without compiling the program each time.
We used National Center for Supercomputer Applications (NCSA) and National Energy
Research Scientific Computer Center (NERSC) supercomputer resources which were allocated through different grants. We submitted interactive and regular jobs through the use
of an SSH (Secure Shell) console. This was done through executable and batch files. For
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parallel calculations we use MPI (Message Passing Interface) software. The program itself
is written in Fortran.
Let us label the number of hyperangular basis functions in the ϕ direction by nϕ , and
the number in the θ direction by nθ . In a typical run for the three identical bosons with
nucleon mass model, for instance, for 256 hyper-radial points we observed convergence for
nϕ ≈ 170 and nθ ≈ 40. Calculation times generally increase more with nθ than with nϕ .
The number of hyper-radial points we used was 256, the maximum. Typical runs may last
around two hours (for these we used 16 or 32 processors using NCSA resources, where a
node = 16 processors), but for the Efimov resonance problem some runs lasted up to 6 to
7 hours due to the large number of hyperangular basis functions required (see section 3.2)
and we used up to 64 processors. It was more than double the number required for the first
model. However, due to long queues, especially at NCSA, it may be a day or more before
your program runs. We were also able to change the number of requested adiabatic states.
There was no restriction on the number of requested states (channels), but sometimes if the
number was 4 or less we did not observe convergence. So far all that has been discussed
applies to the first part of the program, the second part took at most 30 minutes and most
of the time we ran this part interactively. The second part relies on the results of the first
part (adiabatic curves). In the second part of the program we specified the CAP parameters
and obtained the vibrational eigenfunctions and eigenenergies.
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2.4

Comparison with other methods

Compared to the Faddeev equations, our approach has the advantage of accounting for threebody terms of the potential, Eq. 2.14. As discussed in section 1.3, the Faddeev approach
assumes a separability of the three-body potential into a pairwise sum, Eq. 1.8.
Comparing the CAP with the complex scaling method, there is no strong advantage to
us to use one method over the other. In complex scaling, the complex variable plays the
role of the absorber. This means necessary hyper-radial grid sizes to observe convergence
would probably be very similar, as the CAP length and length of complex variable would be
similar.
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ONE THREE-BODY POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

This chapter is dedicated to the early work in the thesis [BKMS], where we developed the
method for calculating three-body resonances using only one three-body channel. With
this method, we were able to calculate Efimov-type resonances, as well as three-body shape
resonances in a model nuclear system.

3.1

SHAPE RESONANCES IN MODEL NUCLEAR SYSTEM

In this section, we discuss the very first application of our theoretical approach. The threebody system used is a model nuclear system previously studied - using the Faddeev equations
approach - by Fedorov et al (Ref. [FGJ03]). We discuss our results, and compare them to
the results of Ref. [FGJ03]. There were discrepancies between our results, which we analyze
in section 3.1.2

3.1.1

Our results

We applied our method to a model three-body system of three identical bosons with nucleon
mass [BKMS]. Pairwise potentials (in MeV) with a centrifugal barrier are given by [FGJ03]
2

2

V2 (r) = −55e−0.2r + 1.5e−0.01(r−5) .

(3.1)

V2 (r) holds only one bound state at E2body = −6.76 MeV [FGJ03]. Three-body potentials are
constructed as a simple sum of pairwise potentials: V3body (r12 , r23 , r31 ) = V2 (r12 ) + V2 (r23 ) +
V2 (r31 ). Solving the adiabatic Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.17) produces adiabatic potentials, the
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lowest of which has a potential barrier, see Fig. 3.1. This centrifugal barrier in the ground
hyperspherical adiabatic curve arises from the barrier that exists between any given pair
of particles. It allows for three-body shape resonances: three-body quasi-bound states that
can tunnel across the potential barrier and thereby dissociate into a free particle and a twobody bound state (dimer). Given the size of the barrier, these quasi-bound states should be
roughly in the range of -7 MeV to -5 MeV.

Figure 3.1: Hyperspherical adiabatic potentials of A1 symmetry for the system with a potential barrier. Five A1 adiabatic channels are displayed. There is only one bound state at
-37.35 MeV. Resonant states are long-living states that tunnel through the potential barrier
as shown in the inset. Note logarithmic scale in hyper-radius. The two arrows along hyperradius point to the values of ρ where ground adiabatic curve has its minimum and to where
CAP begins.
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This is because the dissociation energy of the ground adiabatic potential is negative and,
therefore, corresponds to a free particle plus a dimer. The difference between the three-body
bound state energy and the dissociation energy is transferred into the dissociating products
(kinetic energy and two-body binding energy). A dissociation energy of 0 corresponds to
three free particles. All excited adiabatic potentials have a three-free-bodies dissociation
limit of 0 MeV.
For this system, we calculated one three-body vibrational bound state at E0 = −37.35
MeV, and one three-body resonant state at E1 = −5.31 MeV with half-width

Γ
2

= 0.12

MeV. The bound state is in good agreement with a previous study by Fedorov et al., which
calculated one three-body bound state at E0 = −37.22 MeV [FGJ03]. With our method, we
are capable of plotting the multi-channel hyper-radial wave function for this state (see Fig.
3.2).
Figure 3.2 shows that most of the wave function is constrained to the first adiabatic
channel, in the small-ρ region near the potential well. Notice that the contribution of excited
adiabatic channels to the hyper-radial wave function is orders of magnitude less than that of
the ground channel. In contrast to bound states, continuum state wave functions are nonzero
for large hyper-radius: in the dissociation region (see Fig. 3.3). Since this continuum state
is located at E = −6.4 MeV, the ground state adiabatic channel again contributes the most
to the total hyper-radial wave function.
The hyper-radial wave functions of resonant states are a mixture of continuum and bound
state wave functions. They have nonzero probabilities in both inner and outer regions of
adiabatic potentials (see Fig. 3.4). In our case, this feature is due to the tunneling of
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Figure 3.2: Ground state hyper-radial wave function, ψ(ρ), broken down into components
for five-channel calculation. Upper-left frame shows modulus squared of normalized wave
function. Other three frames show channel by channel components, a = 1 is ground channel,
a = 2 is first excited state channel, and so on. Note logarithmic scale in hyper-radius for all
hyper-radial wave functions.

the quasi-bound state between the bound and continuum regions in the ground adiabatic
potential.
We tested the stability of this resonance with respect to CAP length and strength. Unlike
continuum states (which exist mostly in the dissociation region), the three-body resonance
is expected to be stable with respect to these parameters so long as the CAP is smooth
enough. We also tested resonance stability with respect to type of CAP. Tables 3.1 and 3.2
show our results. As expected, the resonance position and width depend only weakly on the
CAP.
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Figure 3.3: Channel by channel components of a continuum state wave function for fourchannel calculation (E = −6.4 MeV.). Compared to the resonant wave function, Fig. 3.4,
the amplitude of this wave function inside the potential-well region is negligible. Arrows
along hyper-radius point to ground adiabatic curve minimum and to where CAP begins (see
Fig. 3.1).

It is worth mentioning the role of non-adiabatic couplings in our calculations. Their
importance can be seen when we carry out calculations with one channel only, i.e. only
using the adiabatic approximation and not including the SVD couplings between channels.
Figure 3.5 shows that before we begin to see a convergence in resonance energy and width,
we must include at least four adiabatic channels and the corresponding SVD non-adiabatic
couplings in our calculations.
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Figure 3.4: Resonance hyper-radial wave function for four-channel calculation. The wave
function has a considerable amplitude in the region of the potential well (around 10−4 a.u.).
Arrows along hyper-radius point to ground adiabatic curve minimum and to where CAP
begins (see Fig. 3.1). CAP is placed around ρ = 4 × 10−3 a.u., the distance at which the
outgoing dissociation flux starts to be absorbed. This can be compared with the continuum
wave function shown in Fig. 3.3, for which the potential-well amplitude is very small. Comparing the amplitudes of the different components, it is clear that the principal contribution
is due to the lowest adiabatic state.

3.1.2

Comparison to previous study

We compared our results to calculations by Fedorov et al. (Ref. [FGJ03]) using the Faddeev
equations. Fedorov and coworkers calculated a three-body resonant state for this system
at E1 = −5.96 MeV with half-width

Γ
2

= 0.40 Mev. This is not in good agreement with

our calculations of E1 = −5.31, Γ2 = 0.12 MeV, especially for the half width. The reason
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Table 3.1: Stability of calculated resonance with respect to CAP parameters for system of
identical bosons interacting through a two-body potential with a barrier. The de Broglie
wavelength of the dissociating products is approximately 0.0006 a.u. The most deviant
calculation, last row, is due to the short length of the CAP for that calculation.
CAP strength (a.u.)
80,000
104,000
56,000
80,000
80,000

CAP length (a.u.)
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0036
0.0020

CAP initial position (a.u.)
0.0060
0.0060
0.0060
0.0052
0.0068

E 0 − i Γ2
-5.307 -5.305 -5.310 -5.318 -5.344 -

(MeV)
i0.116
i0.114
i0.117
i0.115
i0.107

Table 3.2: Stability of the calculated resonance with respect to type of CAP used.
CAP type
quadratic
exponential

Energy (MeV)
-5.319
-5.318

Halfwidth (MeV)
0.1115
0.1183

for the disagreement is not clear. To try to understand the discrepancy, we made several
considerations.
Firstly, we are confident about the adiabatic states obtained because we obtained the
same bound state as Fedorov and coworkers. We are also confident about the one-channel
calculation (Fig. 3.5), which does not use SVD at all, giving a value of the complex energy
that is close to the converged value. Secondly, we compared our results and those of Fedorov
and coworkers with a calculation done using the WKB approximation. WKB works only for
excited states and we are only talking about the first excited state in this case. Therefore,
WKB can hardly be applied to this case. However, we provide the details of the calculation
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of the position and width of the resonance with respect to the number of adiabatic states included in the calculation. The results for the resonance are circled;
other data points represent the continuum states. Positions and widths of the continuum
states depend on the CAP parameters. Notice that positions of the resonance and continuum
states are at negative energies because the origin of energy is at the three-body dissociation,
which is above the dissociation to the dimer + free particle configuration.

for completeness of the discussion. In the WKB approximation, the linewidth is given by

Γ=

PT
.
T

(3.2)

The transmission probability PT , and period T of oscillations are given by [Tie88]
i
Z q

2 c
PT = ln 1 + exp −
2µ U (ρ) − Etrimer dρ ,
~ b
Z bs
2µ
T =
dρ,
Etrimer − U (ρ)
a
h
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(3.3)

(3.4)

where µ is the three-body reduced mass and Etrimer is the energy of the resonance. For T ,
the limits of integration a and b are the classical turning points in the potential well. The
limits of integration b and c for PT are the ’entrance’ and ’exit’ points through which the
three-body dissociating flux is tunneling. In Fig. 3.6, we compare our resonance linewidth
to results previously obtained by Fedorov et al. [FGJ03] and WKB estimation. Our results
are somewhat closer to the WKB approximation than those from Ref. [FGJ03], although as
pointed out above WKB estimation does not provide a reliable result for this situation.
One reason for the discrepancy with Ref. [FGJ03] could be that in our calculation we used
a longer grid (extending until ρmax ≈ 0.01 a.u.) than the grid in Ref. [FGJ03], where ρmax ≈
0.002 a.u. We found that to obtain converged results within our approach, ρmax should be
at least ≈ 0.005 a.u. or larger: CAP should be long enough to absorb the dissociation flux
smoothly (see Figs. 3.2, 3.4, and 3.3). In Ref. [FGJ03], the situation could be different
because no CAP was used. Instead, a complex scaling variable was employed. However, the
complex scaling variable plays a role of an absorber. If the length of the complex scaling
variable is too short, the outgoing dissociation flux is not absorbed completely and, thus, is
reflected back from the end of the grid. This should give a wrong value for the resonance
width.
To provide an insight into the hyperangular part of the total wave function, in Figs.
3.7 and 3.8 we give A1 symmetry hyperangular wave functions calculated for two different
values of hyper-radius, ρ = 0.001 and 0.01 a.u., correspondingly. For the small hyperradius, the adiabatic states are delocalized. For the large hyper-radius, the lowest state
is strongly localized: the amplitude is not zero only in the region where ϕ ∼ π/6 and
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of our resonance linewidth calculations to linewidth calculation of
Fedorov et al., and to the WKB approximation. We show our halfwidths for one-channel
and five-channel calculations. Our four-channel calculation is closer to WKB approximation
than that of Fedorov et al. [FGJ03]. However, WKB estimation cannot be viewed as reliable
for this particular situation.

θ ∼ π/2, corresponding to a dimer + free particle dissociation. Other adiabatic states at the
large hyper-radius correspond to the three-body break-up: the corresponding wave functions
are more delocalized, that means different possible rearrangements of the final dissociation
products.

3.2

EFIMOV RESONANCES IN MODEL BOSONIC SYSTEM

For a description of Efimov resonances and bound states, see section 1.2.3. Using our approach, we were able to calculate Efimov resonances for a model system of identical bosons
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Figure 3.7: Contour plots of hyperangular wave functions at ρ = 0.0001 a.u. for the system
with potential given by Eq. 3.1. Values of contour lines are given by the legends. Upper
left frame shows hyperangular axes: hyperangle θ runs in the radial direction from 0 to π/2,
while ϕ runs in the polar angular direction from 0 to 2π. For this calculation we restrict ϕ to
π/6 ≤ ϕ ≤ π/2, since we only consider A1 adiabatic states. This value of ρ corresponds to
the bound state region. All wave functions are delocalized: there is no preferred three-body
arrangement.

with mass m = 1 a.u. [BKMS]. This system was previously studied by Nielsen and coworkers
in Ref. [NSE02]. The pairwise interaction is governed by the short-range potential (in a.u.),
V2 (r) = −17.796 exp(−r2 ).
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(3.5)

Figure 3.8: Contour plots of hyperangular wave functions at ρ = 0.001 a.u. for system with
potential given by Eq. 3.1. Wave functions are represented in the same way as in Fig. 3.7.
This value of ρ corresponds to the dissociation region. Note that the wave function of the
lowest adiabatic state (left upper panel) is nonzero only in the small region of hyperangular
space that represents the dimer plus free atom configuration for large hyper-radius.

This two-body potential produces ideal conditions for Efimov physics. It has a deeply
(2)

(2)

bound state with energy E1 = −7.153 a.u. and a weakly bound state with energy E2 =
−1.827 × 10−9 a.u. [NSE02]. The s−wave scattering length is 23,394.87 a.u. for the shallow
state [NSE02]. The large scattering length and the relatively small radius of the forces
r0 ∼ 1 a.u. produces conditions for the formation of Efimov states [Efi71]. Because for this
particular potential there is the deeply bound two-body state, then weakly bound three-body
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states can decay into a dimer and a free particle. Therefore, the three-body states are indeed
resonant states with finite lifetimes (and widths).

Figure 3.9: Adiabatic potentials for Efimov-type system. The lowest dissociation limit (E ∼
7 a.u.) belongs to the X2 +X breakup of the three-body state, while the E = 0 a.u. limit
corresponds to breakup into three free particles.

Nielsen et al. [NSE02] determined positions and widths of these states using an R−matrix
type approach and the hyper-radial coordinates. Instead of solving the eigenvalue problem
along the hyper-radius, in Ref. [NSE02] the three-body scattering problem was considered.
Namely, the energy-dependent scattering matrix S(E) was obtained for energies above the
lowest dissociation limit (deeply bound dimer + a free particle). For the present situation
when there is only one open channel, S(E) is a scalar function of E: S = e2iδ(E) . The
positions and widths of the resonances were obtained considering the phase-shift δ(E). We
use the results by Nielsen et al. [NSE02] to test the present method.
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Since the Efimov states are very weakly bound, their wave functions extend to very large
distances. For example, Fig. 3.9 shows that the minimum of the lowest adiabatic state is
around 1 a.u., but the exponentially decaying tail in the closed channel a = 2 of the E4
state reaches the distance of 105 a.u. (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [NSE02]). At the same time,
the component of the wave function corresponding to the open channel oscillates with the
wavelength of λ = 2.5 a.u. when hyper-radius is large. Therefore, in order to represent the
complete wave function, one has to have a grid with a large number of points. Nielsen et al.
[NSE02] used about 3 million grid points in the interval 0.1 < ρ < 106 a.u.
Our method allows us to use a much smaller grid. The exponentially decaying tail can be
represented with a modest number of grid points (DVR points in our method). This can be
made with a variable grid step, which grows logarithmically with hyper-radius. However, to
be able to use the logarithmically-growing step, one has to absorb the outgoing dissociative
flux at a small distance where the grid step is still small and the oscillating component of
the wave function is still represented properly. Therefore, we place the CAP at the lowest
adiabatic potential only at a small distance.
In a typical calculation, the variable grid in ρ has only 340 points and extends from 0.002
to 20,000 a.u. The grid step is constant from ρ = 0.002 to 0.1 a.u. This region corresponds
to the minimum of the two lowest adiabatic states (Fig. 3.9). From ρ = 1 a.u. the grid step
changes linearly with ρ: ∆ρ = 0.04ρ. We use a quadratic absorbing potential placed at the
lowest adiabatic state. CAP starts at ρ =12 a.u; its length is L = 10 a.u., and the strength
A2 = 11 a.u. The parameters L and A2 are chosen according to Ref. [VBK92] in order to
minimize reflection and transmission coefficients for the outgoing dissociation flux. In the
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Table 3.3: Comparison of complex energies (in atomic units) obtained in this work using
different number of included adiabatic states with the results of Nielsen et al. [NSE02]. The
imaginary part of the energies is the halfwidth of the resonances. The overall agreement
is good except for the position of the 4th resonance, which is probably not represented
accurately in this study: the grid is not long enough in the present calculation. In Ref.
[NSE02], six adiabatic states have been used.

Ref. [NSE02]
4 ad. states
5 ad. states
6 ad. states

E1 , units of 10−2
−94.14 − i2.4705
−96.0 − i2.38
−96.0 − i2.39
−96.0 − i2.39

E2 , units of 10−4
−28.38 − i3.001
−28.8 − i2.91
−29.1 − i2.98
−29.2 − i3.00

E3 , units of 10−7
−58.42 − i5.79
−56.7 − i5.59
−57.2 − i5.72
−56.3 − i5.75

E4 , units of 10−9
−19.92 − i1.771
−22.6 − i1.67
−22.5 − i1.76
−22.6 − i1.77

calculation we used only 4 adiabatic states. The calculation of the four adiabatic states and
the corresponding wave functions at 340 grid points of ρ is made in parallel on 96 processors
and took about an hour. The size of the matrix for the hyper-radial eigenvalue problem is
(340 ∗ 4) × (340 ∗ 4). The construction and diagonalization of the matrix is made on a single
processor and takes also about one hour. With the modest calculation effort, we obtained all
four Efimov resonances with a reasonable accuracy. Table 3.3 compares calculated energies
and widths of the Efimov resonances with the results from Ref. [NSE02]. To give an idea
about the wave function of an Efimov resonance, Fig. 3.10 shows the four components of
the third resonance. The wave function ’lives’ mainly in the first excited adiabatic state: the
probability to find the system in the first excited state is the largest. Regular oscillations
are present mainly in the lowest adiabatic state, which corresponds to the open dissociation
path. Beyond 20 a.u., the oscillations decay because of the complex absorbing potential.
Smaller oscillations visible in other adiabatic states are due to the coupling to the lowest
state. Oscillations along the states decay with the distance ρ because the coupling becomes
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smaller and the system can dissociate only through the lowest state.

Figure 3.10: First four adiabatic components ψa (ρ) (a = 1 − 4) of the hyper-radial wave
function of the third Efimov resonance. Real and complex parts of the components are
shown in black and red lines. The main contribution to the wave function is from the second
adiabatic ψa state having a minimum around 2 a.u. The only adiabatic state open for
dissociation is the ground state, a = 1. However, the components with a = 2 − 4 have small
oscillating tails (may not be visible), which are due to the coupling of the corresponding
adiabatic states to φ1 (ρ; θ, φ). This is a generic property of the hyperspherical adiabatic
approach: the couplings between adiabatic states decays slowly with ρ. Beyond ρ = 20 a.u.,
the oscillations on the lowest adiabatic state are damped due to the presence of the absorbing
potential.

For a system of identical particles with infinite s-wave scattering length, the scaling
parameter is predicted to be exp( −2π
) ∼ 1.94×10−3 (Eqs. 1.3, section 1.2.3). Our calculated
s0
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energies and widths for the second, third and fourth states scale in a way similar to Eqs.
1.3 and 1.6, however the scaling parameter varies in the 2 − 4 × 10−3 interval. The ratio
Γ2 /Γ1 is very different from the others due to the fact that the lowest resonance is strongly
influenced by the short range physics and cannot be considered as a pure Efimov resonance.
This is evidenced in the hyper-radial wave function components of the first resonance (Fig.
3.11) compared to the third resonance (Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.11: First four adiabatic components ψa (ρ) (a = 1 − 4) of the hyper-radial wave
function of the first Efimov resonance. Real and complex parts of the components are
shown in black and green lines. This resonance is considered non-Efimov. Wave function
spans around three orders of magnitude in hyper-radius, while the third resonance, which is
considered of the Efimov type, spans four orders of magnitude in hyper-radius (Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.12 gives insight into the hyperangular vibrational wave functions calculated at a
modestly large value of hyper-radius, ρ = 15 a0 . For this value hyper-radius, the lowest state
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is already strongly localized: the amplitude is not zero only in the region where ϕ ∼ π/6
and θ ∼ π/2, corresponding to a dimer + free particle dissociation. This localization of the
wave functions becomes more pronounced as hyper-radius increases (in these calculations ρ
extends to ∼ 104 a0 ), making it essential to have a mapping procedure (section 2.3.1) that can
accurately depict the wave functions using a minimal number of hyperangular grid points.
Other adiabatic states at the large hyper-radius are not as localized and correspond to the
three-body break-up: That means different possible rearrangements of the final dissociation
products.

Figure 3.12: Hyperangular vibrational wave functions for large hyper-radius (ρ = 15 a0 ) for
the Efimov system. Even at such modest hyper-radius the wave function for the ground
adiabatic state a = 1 is already strongly localized around X+X2 geometries. Wave functions
of excited states are more diffuse in the hyperangular space, because they correspond to the
X+X+X dissociation.
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TWO THREE-BODY POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

We extended our method of calculating predissociated states to include two coupled threebody potential energy surfaces (PESs). Including more than one PES is important for
a more accurate description of predissociated states, such as Feshbach resonances. With
this approach, we calculated three-body predissociated states in a model bosonic system
interacting through Van der Waals forces. We also calculated predissociated states near a
conical intersection in H3 [BK09], where nonadiabatic couplings are important. Additionally,
there is a geometric phase (Berry phase) near the conical intersection, which is important
for an accurate description of these couplings (section 4.1.1).
The first part of this chapter discusses the H3 system, and the last section presents
preliminary results for a model Van der Waals system that is based on Li3 .

4.1

Feshbach resonances in coupled 12 A0 and 22 A0 potential energy surfaces of
H3

Non-Born-Oppenheimer interaction near a conical intersection between two potential energy
surfaces (PES) of polyatomic molecules plays an important role in dynamics of the molecules
(see, for example, review [Yar96]). At the exact point of intersection, the interaction becomes
infinite and the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic (BOA) approximation breaks down. Therefore,
the description of the nuclear motion of the molecule with energies around or above the
energy of a conical intersection should explicitly take into account the two intersecting PESs
coupled by the non-adiabatic interaction.
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One of the simplest processes involving the interaction near a conical intersection is
the H+H2 (v 0 , j 0 ) → H+H2 (v, j) scattering process (and its isotopic variants) that has been
extensively studied in theory and experiment [KRZ90, NJK+ 92]. The related processes are
the collisional dissociation of H2 and its inverse, the three-body recombination of hydrogen:
H+H+H→ H2 (v, j)+H, which is responsible, for example, for the formation of the first
generation of stars [FH07], as mentioned in section 1.2.1. The processes are governed by the
two lowest molecular potential surfaces 12 A0 and 22 A0 of H3 (see Fig. 4.1). The lowest 12 A0
potential is repulsive and leads to the H2 +H dissociation. The dissociation limit of the 22 A0
potential correlates with the H+H+H breakup and has a number of quasi-bound vibrational
levels, which are predissociated towards to the H2 +H dissociation due to the coupling near
the conical intersection. The predissociation of 22 A0 vibrational states has been studied
by Kupperman and collaborators [LAK07] using a time-independent scattering framework,
the time-delay analysis, and a combination of Jacobi and hyperspherical coordinates. The
calculation has been done with the two-channel diabatic potential of H3 with non-diagonal
diabatic couplings obtained directly from first derivatives of ab initio BOA electronic wave
functions of the two interacting states. In another study by Mahapatra and Köppel [MK98],
the time-dependent approach was employed by propagating a wave packet that is initially
placed on the 22 A0 PES; the lifetimes are then derived from the autocorrelation function. In
Ref. [MK98], the authors also used a diabatic representation of the coupled H3 potential,
but the diabatization is done differently than in Ref. [LAK07] and does not require explicit
calculation of first derivatives of the BOA electronic wave functions. The lifetimes obtained
in the two studies are significantly different.
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Figure 4.1: The two lowest ab-initio potential energy surfaces of H3 shown as functions of
hyperangles 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π for a fixed hyper-radius ρ = 2.5 a0 . The projection
at bottom of the figure corresponds to 12 A0 PES.

In this study, we suggest a general theoretical method to describe the nuclear dynamics
involving two molecular potentials coupled by a non-adiabatic interaction near the conical
intersection. As an example, we calculate lifetimes of several 22 A0 predissociated vibrational
levels of H3 . The method can be used for other small polyatomic molecules where the conical
intersection plays an important role. There are two main ingredients in the proposed method:
(1) The diabatization procedure is made in a way that accounts for the Jahn-Teller coupling
between the 12 A0 and 22 A0 molecular states and the D3h symmetry of the total vibronic wave
function. (2) Nuclear dynamics is described by Smith-Whitten hyperspherical coordinates
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[Joh83], adiabatic separations of hyperangles and hyper-radius along with the slow-variable
discretization (SVD) [KMS06, BKMS], and a complex absorbing potential (CAP) to obtain
resonance lifetimes.
Before further discussion, we present some brief background about the geometric phase,
which plays an important role in the calculations.

4.1.1

Geometric phase

As mentioned above, conical intersections, such as the one shown in Fig. 4.1, are singularities
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [BMK+ 03]. This conical intersection induces a
geometric phase effect on the adiabatic basis that has been shown to significantly change the
positions, linewidths, and wave functions of vibrational three-body states in the 22 A0 PES.
For example, this effect can be seen in Ref. [LPK90], although their diabatization procedure
is different from ours and we obtain different results. This effect (sometimes referred to
as the molecular Aharonov-Bohm effect) is the result of a sign change in the electronic
wave function as one moves the system in a closed path around the conical intersection in
configuration space (Fig. 4.2)
Recall from section 2.2.5, Eq. 2.48, that one can describe the bends and the asymmetric
stretch mode of the molecule with polar coordinates Qr and α,
Qx = Qr cos α
Qy = Qr sin α
where Qx and Qy also describe the bends and asymmetric stretch mode of the triatomic
molecule, and form the Cartesian basis for the polar coordinate system. Rotating around the
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three-body equilateral arrangement (i.e. moving hyperangle ϕ from 0 → 2π), as illustrated
in Fig. 4.2, or equivalently varying α between 0 and 2π, introduces a geometrical phase
of π in the electronic wave function (Eq. 4.2), thus multiplying it by -1. In general, α is
proportional to a countour integral around the conical intersection [Rei02].

Figure 4.2: Illustration of 2π rotation in configuration space about equilateral three-body
arrangement of adiabatic electronic wave functions ψ1 , ψ2 (Eq. 4.2). Point of equilateral
configuration corresponds to conical intersection (degeneracy) of 12 A0 and 22 A0 molecular
states (see Fig. 4.1). Degeneracy is broken away from symmetric configuration. Rotation
takes α from α → α + 2π (see Eq. 4.1).

The phase originates in the following way. Since the two electronic states are strongly
coupled, the off-diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian cannot be neglected (Eq. 4.1). Additionally for X3 molecules, which have degenerate vibrational modes induced by symmetry
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(bottom right mode in Fig. 2.9, for example), there is a strong coupling of vibrational
and electronic motions that must have a common treatment [Rei02]. Near the symmetric
configuration, in the diabatic representation, the electronic Hamiltonian becomes [LH61]



Ĥel (Qr , α) = 


W0 + 12 EQ2r
−iα

CQr e

+

DQ2r e−2iα

CQr eiα + DQ2r e2iα 
,

1
2
W0 + 2 EQr

(4.1)

where C, D, E, W0 are functions of hyperspherical coordinates [JP09]. Small values of Qr
yield wave functions
1
ψe = √ (ψ− eiα/2 + ψ+ e−iα/2 ),
2
1
ψe0 = i √ (ψ− eiα/2 − ψ+ e−iα/2 ),
2

(4.2)

where ψ± form the diabatic representation, and ψe,e0 form the adiabatic representation [Rei02]
of the lower (unprimed) and upper (primed) potential energy surfaces. Equation 4.2 reveals
the well-known effect of the geometric phase in the adiabatic representation: When α →
α + 2π: ψe → −ψe ; and when α → α + π: (1) ψe changes continuously into ψe0 , and (2)
ψe0 into −ψe (Fig. 4.3) [LH61]. Both the vibrational and electronic wave functions acquire
a sign change when α → α + 2π, in such a way that the effect is cancelled in their product
(e.g. total vibronic wave function, Eq. 4.6) [LH61].
The diabatic representation is related to the adiabatic representation via the inverse
unitary matrix transformation [Rei02],








ieiα/2   ψe 
 ψ+ 
 eiα/2

 = √1 

.




2  −iα/2
ψ−
e
−ie−iα/2
ψe0

(4.3)

Excellent discussions of the geometric phase effect in a system with a conical intersection
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of geometric phase effect in adiabatic electronic wave functions (ψe
and ψe0 ) as asymmetric mode phase α is varied from 0 to π. Figure taken from Ref. [LH61].

can be found in Refs. [LH61] and [Rei02]. The next section will discuss our treatment of the
H3 12 A0 and 22 A0 PESs.

4.1.2

Diabatic basis for the coupled H3 potentials

We use the adiabatic ab initio 12 A0 and 22 A0 PESs from Ref. [VBM+ 87], which will be
referred to as V1 and V2 . The dependence of the potentials on the two hyperangles is shown in
Fig. 4.1. In our approach, we also use a diabatic representation of the interaction potential.
However, we derive the non-diagonal diabatic coupling elements from the ab initio PESs
without calculating them explicitly as derivatives of Born-Oppenheimer electronic states.
This way of representing the non-adiabatic couplings has been very successful in diatomic
molecules: If the two ab initio PESs have an isolated avoided crossing, the vibrational
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dynamics is well represented by a 2 × 2 diabatic potential with the geometry-independent
non-diagonal matrix element equal to the half of the splitting between the ab initio PESs
at the avoided crossing. The diabatic non-diagonal coupling in our model is derived in the
following way.
The two 12 A0 and 22 A0 electronic states become degenerate at the equilateral configuration and should be referred to as two components of the E 0 irreducible representation of
the D3h symmetry group. It is convenient to use the basis functions |E+ i and |E− i in the
two-dimensional E 0 space [DBK08, LH61]. Although the electronic states 12 A0 and 22 A0 for
clumped nuclei are classified according to the Cs symmetry group, the vibronic states of
H3 should be classified according to the D3h group. The most general form of the diabatic
potential in the basis of |E± i for an arbitrary geometry is



V̂ = 


A
Ce

−iα

Ceiα 
,

A

(4.4)

where A, C, and f are real-valued functions of the three hyperspherical coordinates [KG03].
The diagonal elements A are the same because of the degeneracy of E± states. The functions
A and C transform in the D3h symmetry group according to the A1 representation, and α
has the following property under the C3 symmetry operator: C3 α = α + 2π/3. The A and
C functions are uniquely determined from the 12 A0 and 22 A0 PESs: A = (V1 + V2 )/2 and
C = (V2 − V1 )/2. The actual form of function α can be derived near the conical intersection:
It is equal to the phase of the asymmetric normal mode distortion [LH61, KG03]. Although
this form of α is derived near the conical intersection, we will use it everywhere. This is
justified because (1) the transition between adiabatic states occur only near the conical
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intersection, (2) far from the conical intersection the phase factor e±iα does not play a role
as long as the symmetry property mentionned above is satisfied.
The vibrational wave functions ψ obtained from Eqs. 2.14 and 2.27 have two components
ψ± corresponding to the two diabatic E±0 basis functions. In the adiabatic basis, corresponding to the 12 A0 and 22 A0 electronic states, the two components ψ1,2 of the ψ function have
the form
1
ψ1 = √ (ψ− eiα/2 + ψ+ e−iα/2 ),
2
1
ψ2 = i √ (ψ− eiα/2 − ψ+ e−iα/2 ).
2

(4.5)

After applying the C3 symmetry operator three times, the molecule returns back to its
original position, however the components ψ1,2 change sign ψ1,2 → −ψ1,2 because α → α+2π.
It is a well-known property of adiabatic states in the presence of conical intersection, which
is often referred as geometrical or Berry phase effect. Because the adiabatic electronic wave
functions ψe1 and ψe2 also change sign, the total vibronic wave function
Ψ = ψ1 ψe1 + ψ2 ψe2 = ψ+ |E+0 i + ψ− |E−0 i

(4.6)

is unchanged after the identity operator C33 is applied.

4.1.3

Results

After solving the hyperangular part of the three-body Hamiltonian, Eq. 2.14, for each BOA
PES separately, we obtain two uncoupled ’families’ of adiabatic potentials Ua (ρ), which are
shown in Fig. 4.4. The curves belonging to the different families can cross. When the
coupling is turned on between the two electronic states, the crossings turn into avoided
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crossings, which is demonstrated in Figs. 4.5 and 4.7. Figure 4.5 shows the hyperspherical
adiabatic (HSA) curves obtained by solving Eq. 2.14 with the diabatic electronic potential
of Eq. 4.4. Far from the (avoided) crossings the calculations with coupled and uncoupled
electronic states produce almost the same HSA states. The coupling changes the HSA states
at (avoided) crossings only. It is also worth to mention, that if the phase factors e±iα in Eq.
4.4 are neglected, the dynamics described by such diabatic potential is exactly the same as the
dynamics with the uncoupled BOA PESs. It is because the transformation diagonalizing the
operator V̂ is independent of the nuclear coordinates if α ≡ 0. Fig. 4.8 shows the vibrational
HSA functions ϕa,j for several adiabatic states calculated with the coupled potential V̂ of
Eq. 4.4.
The E < 0 dissociation limits represent H2 (v, jr ) plus H(1s) breakup, where v and jr represent the two-body vibrational and rotational quantum numbers, respectively. H2 has many
vibrational and rotational states. The low energy two-body bound states approximately scale
like the harmonic oscillator energies for dimer rotational states
∆E(jr → jr + 1) = 2Bν (jr + 1),

(4.7)

∆E(v → v + 1) = ~ων ,

(4.8)

and dimer vibrational states

where Bν is the rotational constant and ων is the frequency of the nuclear vibrations [LL03].
However, this is not true for higher energy dimer states since the hydrogen two-body potential
is highly anharmonic.
As Figs. 4.4 and 4.7 show, the ground and first excited HSA potentials of the 22 A0 family
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Figure 4.4: Hyperspherical adiabatic potential curves, obtained from uncoupled 12 A0 (black
curves) and 22 A0 (green curves) PESs of H3 . Different dissociation limits for the 12 A0 family correspond to different v and j. Here, we only show the curves of the A1 irreducible
representation. The lowest dissociation limit is for (v = 0, jr = 0) two-body state, and the
next dissociation limit corresponds to (v = 0, jr = 2), etc...until the first vibrational state
(v = 1, jr = 0) is reached, at which point the (v = 1, jr = 2) dimer state follows, and so on
(see Fig. 4.6). For lower states, the scaling from one two-body rotational level to the next
can be approximated by harmonic oscillator, 2Bν (jr + 1). Close-up frame corresponds to
Fig. 4.7, as discussed in text.

have minima and can have vibrational levels that are pre-dissociated due to the coupling
with the 12 A0 state. Although each vibrational level has components from all the HSA
curves shown in Fig. 4.4 (or Fig. 4.7), only one component is usually dominant. Thus,
the vibrational levels can be characterized by (1) the dominant component a and by (2)
the number v1 of quanta along the hyper-radius. In addition, each HSA curve in the 22 A0
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Figure 4.5: Hyperspherical adiabatic potential curves, obtained from the H3 coupled twochannel potential of Eq. 4.4. Different dissociation limits for the 12 A0 family correspond to
different vibrational v and rotational jr quanta of the H2 dimer (see Fig. 4.6). Here, we only
show the curves of the A1 irreducible representation. Close-up frame corresponds to Fig. 4.6

family can be characterized by the number v2 of quanta in the hyper-angular space and the
number l2 of those v2 quanta along the cyclic hyperangular coordinate ϕ. Therefore, each
predissociated level can be numbered with the triad {v1 , v2l2 } similar to the normal mode
notations for C3v molecules.
Below the H+H+H dissociation limit there are only two {v1 00 } and {v1 20 } series of A1
predissociated levels. Their positions and lifetimes are given in Table 4.1. Lifetimes for the
two series are very different. The reason for the difference is that the avoided crossings are
significantly wider for the 00 curve than for the 20 curve (see Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.7 we see
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Figure 4.6: Close-up look at boxed area in Fig. 4.5 shows H(1s) + H2 (n, jr ) dissociation
limits of H3 adiabatic potentials. According to selection rules derived in chapter 5, for A1
symmetry states with total angular momentum J = 0, only even jr values are allowed.
Lower vibrational and rotational states of H2 approximately follow energy steps of harmonic
oscillator.

that (1) the avoided crossings are larger for the ground potential, and (2) there are more
dissociation channels crossing the ground potential because its potential well is wider than
that of the first excited potential. For the second observation: probability of dissociation
is enhanced by the larger number of lower family adiabats available for dissociation. With
regard to the first observation: larger avoided crossings are equivalent to larger couplings,
which enhance the probability of dissociation from the ground adiabat of the upper family
into the lower family of adiabats. One reason why the avoided crossings in the ground
potential are larger could be due to a smaller number of nodes in the hyperangular wave
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Figure 4.7: Close up look at avoided crossings in hyperspherical adiabatic curves shown in
Fig. 4.4. The horizontal dashed lines show the positions of predissociated 22 A0 levels. The
non-adiabatic (non-Born-Oppenheimer and non-hyperspherically-adiabatic) transitions due
to ”fine structure” of the avoided crossings are accurately represented by a modest grid step
∆ρ = 0.05 a0 in the developed method.

functions (see Eq. 2.27). This is consistent with the fact that the hyper-radial wave function
(2)

for E1

has no nodes, and therefore it is expected that the hyperangular wave functions

have more nodes to make up the difference. These two factors, we believe, are the primary
reasons for the shorter lifetimes for the first series of Feshbach resonances.
Table 4.1 also compares the obtained results with two other studies [LAK07, MK98] of
the 22 A0 predissociated levels. In Ref. [LAK07] the non-diagonal couplings in the diabatic
basis are obtained from the accurate ab initio non-Born-Oppenheimer couplings between the
12 A0 and 22 A0 states, but not from PESs as in this study. The agreement with our study for
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Table 4.1: Positions, Er (in units 10−2 Eh) and lifetimes, τ (in fs) of pre-dissociated 22 A0
vibrational levels. Energies are relative to the H(1s) + H(1s) + H(1s) dissociation.
{v1 , v2l2 }
{0, 00 }
{1, 00 }
{2, 00 }
{3, 00 }
{4, 00 }
{5, 00 }
{0, 20 }

Er , τ ; this work
−3.85, 13.
−3.11, 13.
−2.4, 14.
−1.8, 14.
−1.2, 16.
−0.7, 18.
−0.2, 130.

Er , τ ; Ref. [LAK07]
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
−1.19, ∼ 15.
−0.42, ∼ 17.
n.a.

Er , τ ; Ref. [MK98]
−3.74, ∼ 3
−3.01, ∼ 3
−2.32, n.a.
−1.70, n.a.
−1.14, n.a.
−0.65, n.a.
−0.22, ∼ 4.5

the lifetime and energy of the {400 } resonance is very good as well as for the lifetime of the
{500 } level. The agreement for the energy of the {500 } level is not as good probably due to
the somewhat special character of the {500 } level: its hyper-radial wave function extends to
relatively large values ∼ 7a0 of hyper-radius (and internuclear distances ∼ 5a0 ), Fig. 4.10.
In Ref. [MK98], the diabatization procedure was based on PESs similarly as it is made in the
present study, but with one important difference: the diabatic electronic states in [MK98]
are non-equivalent. It means that the D3h character of the vibronic wave functions in Ref.
[MK98] is broken. The lifetimes obtained in Ref. [MK98] are significantly different from the
present values and values of Ref. [LAK07]. The disagreement is attributed to the choice of
the diabatization procedure in [MK98] that does not respect the degeneracy of the diabatic
electronic wave functions.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the difference in the hyper-radial wave functions of Feshbach
resonances and continuum states (Ψc ). In contrast to continuum states, which have most of
propability at large hyper-radial distances and negligible probability at shorter hyper-radial
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Figure 4.8: Wave functions of HSA states ϕa,j of the A1 irreducible representation as functions of the hyperangles θ and ϕ for ρj = 2.5 a0 and several different a. Each wave function
has two components, ϕ+ and ϕ− corresponding to the two BOA electronic channels of the
potential V̂ .

distances, wave functions of resonances have non-negligible probabilities at both small and
large hyper-radial distances. These wave functions reinforce the conclusion that the reported
states are indeed resonances.
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Figure 4.9: Resonance hyper-radial probability densities for ground (no nodes, v1 = 0), first
excited (one node, v1 = 1), and third excited (three nodes, v1 = 3) vibrational states of H3 .
For a comparison, we also give the probability density |Ψc |2 of a continuum state (energy is
-0.0091 Eh). Ψc is localized mostly in the large-ρ dissociation region. The arrow points to
the beginning of the complex absorbing potential.

4.1.4

A word on labelling system of vibrational states

We would like to say a few words about the half-integer and integer conventions for the asymmetric mode quantum number v2 , and the viabrational angular momentum l2 = −v2 , −v2 +
2, ...v2 − 2, v2 . In our work, we used the integer convention. However, both conventions are
used in the literature, although the one that we used seems to be used more in experimental
papers devoted to the spectroscopy of H3 and H+
3 (for instance, see excellent papers by H.
Helm and M. Jungen, Refs. [BLH91], [MRM+ 00], [MRHM01], and [GBM+ 05]).
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Figure 4.10: Modulus squared hyper-radial wave function of fourth and fifth excited vibrational states.

Strictly speaking, the half-integer labels of v2 and l2 are defined for the (ro)vibrational
part in the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer representation of the total (ro)vibronic wave functions that is obtained when the two electronic potential are taken into account and coupled
to each other (see Ref. [LH61], which is one of the original papers to derive the half-integer
quantum numbers and to discuss their physical meaning). The total (ro)vibronic states are
labeled with integers because the electronic states in the adiabatic representation should also
be labeled with half-integers if one use this convention. The fact that the total wave function
is labeled with an integer quantum number means that the corresponding observable (projection on the axis of symmetry) is single-valued (electronic and nuclear spin wave function
parts are excluded from this discussion). There is no physically observable quantity that corresponds to half-integer v2 and l2 . Nevertheless, the two conventions (including or excluding
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the electronic half-unity into the labels) are appropriate as long as it is clear which one is
meant. In fact, for our case there is an additional reason to use integer labels. Namely, in
the diabatic representation that we used in this paper, both electronic and vibrational parts
are labeled with integers. Each part of the total wave function in the diabatic representation
is single-valued (in contrast to adiabatic representation).

4.1.5

Estimation of three-body recombination rate coefficient

As a tangent, we now discuss how with the above calculations, we were able to roughly estimate coefficient k3 for the three-body recombination H+H+H → H2 +H. For the estimation,
we use the transition probability
P ∼

1
τω

(4.9)

from the 22 A0 molecular state to the 12 A0 state. The quantity ω = ∆E/~ is the frequency
of oscillation in the 22 A0 potential, ∆E is the splitting between the vibrational levels belonging to the same series v2l2 , i.e ∆E = E({v1 + 1, v2l2 }) − E({v1 , v2l2 }), and τ is the lifetime. Although ω and τ depend on the quantum number v1 , their product is approximately
energy-independent. Averaged over the series of predissociated resonances, the generalized
recombination cross-section is given by the formula [EGB99, MKL+ 06]
σo ∼
where k =

√

1152π 2
P,
k5

(4.10)

2µE/~ is the hyper-radial wave vector for the three-body system, and µ is the

three-body reduced mass. We then account for contributions from rotational states with
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non-zero angular momentum (J > 0),
σtot ∼ σo

JX
max

(2J + 1)2 .

(4.11)

J=0

The sum includes angular momenta J up to Jmax , which is such that the lowest 22 A0 vibrational level moves above the H+H+H dissociation limit: No more vibrational levels are
possible for J > Jmax . Very roughly, Jmax is estimated from the energy difference ∆ between the ground state {0, v2l2 } of the {v2l2 } series and the H+H+H dissociative limit (E = 0).
Thus, Jmax is obtained by considering that
Jmax (Jmax + 1)Bv ∼ ∆,

(4.12)

where
Bv = h

~2
~2
i
∼
2µρ2
2µρ2e

(4.13)

is the three-body rotational constant for the rotation in plane of the H3 molecule, and
ρe ∼ 2.75 a0 is the value of hyper-radius at the potential minimum of the ground 22 A0
adiabatic potential. Finally, we estimate rate coefficient k3 by
k3 = vσtot ,

(4.14)

where v = k~/µ is the hyper-radial velocity of the three-body system. This estimation is done
for each irreducible representation of the system (A1 , A2 , and E). Summing the contributions
from each irreducible representation gives k3 ∼ 1 x 10−29 cm6 /s at 300 K. With an error of
about 50%, this is in good agreement with the estimation by Flower and coworkers [FH07]
that yielded k3 = 2.2 x 10−30 cm6 /s at 300 K. In Ref. [FH07] the rate coefficient was
obtained from the inverse process H2 +H→H+H+H, which is a simpler problem since H2 +H
is a two-body problem, using the detailed balance principle.
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4.1.6

Convergence tests

To conclude this section, we show that the states listed in Table 4.1 showed reasonable
convergence with respect to several tests, and discuss some computational advantages of our
present method. These include tests with respect to: (1) the number of adiabatic states
included in the calculation, (2) hyper-radial point density, (3) CAP length and strength,
and (4) total length of hyper-radial grid. These tests are shown in the following figures. For
example, in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 we show the convergence with respect to CAP length and
the hyper-radial point density, respectively. Convergence with respect to CAP length and
strength is also important since the position and width of resonant states should not depend
on CAP parameters.

Figure 4.11: Convergence of resonant states with respect to hyper-radial grid point density.
Uniform distribution of hyper-radial points is used here, with ρmax = 6 a0 .
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It is worthwhile to note the relatively small number Nρ = 96 of hyper-radial points ρj
required to obtain converged lifetimes and positions of resonances considering the large number of sharp avoided crossings (see Fig. 4.7). It is an advantage of using the SVD procedure
rather than the familiar hϕa |∂ 2 /∂ρ2 |ϕa0 i and hϕa |∂/∂ρ|ϕa0 i non-adiabatic couplings between
the HSA states: It is not necessary to calculate the derivatives on a fine grid of hyper-radius
near avoided crossings to describe the couplings locally. Instead, in the SVD approach,
the overlap matrix elements Oia,i0 a0 between the adiabatic states in Eq. 2.27 account globally for the non-adiabatic hyperspherical couplings. It allows us to reduce significantly the
computational task.

Figure 4.12: Convergence of resonant states with respect to CAP length. Here, ρmax = 6 a0 .

Note that the energies and lifetimes of states like {5, 00 } and {1, 20 } did not display
good convergence under the parameters of the current calculation. One reason could be that
the size of the hyper-radial grid is not long enough. We can already see small deviances in
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Figure 4.13: Convergence of resonant states with respect to CAP strength (ρmax = 6 a0 ).

Figure 4.14: Convergence of resonant states with respect to number of adiabatic states
included (ρmax = 6 a0 ).
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Figure 4.15: Convergence of resonant states with respect to ρmax .

convergence with respect to CAP length in states {4, 00 } and {5, 00 } (see Fig. 4.12). Figure
4.12 shows a drop in halfwidth for states {4, 00 } and {5, 00 } when CAP length is decreased
from 1.63 a0 to 1.14 a0 . Figure 4.9 shows the modulus squared of the hyper-radial wave
functions of quasi-bound and continuum states. We can see that wave functions for states
{0, 00 } and {1, 00 } (Ψ0 , Ψ1 , respectively) decay well before the beginning of CAP (arrow in
Fig. 4.9). Thus, these states are not at all affected by changes in CAP length. This is in
contrast to higher energy resonances, whose hyper-radial wave functions extend more into
CAP region (like Ψ4 , Ψ5 in Fig. 4.10). This is why {4, 00 } and {5, 00 } do not converge as
well as the other states when we increase CAP length to 2.12ao , (see Fig. 4.12). We expect
a similar situation in state {1, 20 }.
When we increase the hyper-radial grid to 7a0 , however, we obtain a better converged
value for states {4, 00 } and {5, 00 } (see Fig. 4.15). Figure 4.15 shows a significant drop
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in halfwidth of states {4, 00 } and {5, 00 }, when ρmax is extended to 7a0 . These widths
and positions are closer to previous calculations (see Table 4.1) than those obtained with
ρmax = 6a0 .
With bigger calculations, in principle, it is possible to obtain all other resonant states
in both series. In general, higher energy states will have a larger extent in hyper-radius,
more contributions to the total hyper-radial wave function from higher adiabatic states,
and more nodes in the hyper-radial wave function. So, in principle, these states could be
more accurately calculated if we increased one or several of the following parameters: hyperradial grid length, the number of included adiabatic states, and hyper-radial point density.
However, the aim of this work is to show that we are able to calculate these Feshbach
resonances, and so we did not, for now, try to calculate all the possible pre-dissociated
vibrational states of the 12 A0 and 22 A0 orbitals of H3 .

4.1.7

Conclusion

The obtained results in the H3 system allows the prediction of the three-body recombination
rate coefficient of H+H+H, a quantity that cannot be directly measured in experiment, but
is of great importance in the astrophysical community. In the treatment of the conical intersection in the H3 system, we suggest an efficient and uniquely defined diabatization method
to represent vibrational dynamics of the two coupled potential surfaces corresponding to the
E electronic states (in symmetric configuration, E 0 and E 00 ). The method is efficient because
only the ab initio Born-Oppenheimer potentials are needed to derive the interaction Hamiltonian. The description of the quantum molecular dynamics near the conical intersection
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has long been considered as very complicated and counter-intuitive (in particular, because
of the non-integer vibrational quantum numbers used in the adiabatic representation). The
dynamics near conical intersection is even called ’diabolic’ by some authors. The suggested
method is simple conceptually and numerically and, in our opinion, can be used in many
problems where two E electronic states are involved in the molecular dynamics near a conical intersection. It is not discussed in the article, but the presented treatment is easily
generalized to system with E electronic states for C∞v molecules (linear triatomic systems
with Renner-Teller coupling). The simple concept of the diabatization may later be used to
develop a simple theoretical (not numerical) method to estimate lifetimes of predissociated
states in a situation similar to the one considered using just one of two parameters obtained
from the ab initio calculation or even from experiment. There are several lines of research
that can be pursued using the proposed diabatization procedure.

4.2

Model Van der Waals system: Preliminary results

We first tested our method with two coupled PESs on a model system of particles that interact via pairwise Van der Waals potentials. Each particle has 1/200 the mass of the 7 Li atom.
The reason for the small mass is that it requires use of smaller number of adiabatic channels
(about 15) in our calculations, compared to using the mass of Li, which requires the inclusion
of hundreds of closely coupled adiabatic channels. As mentioned in the introduction, there
is great interest in three-body processes involving Li, as well as systems with heavier alkali
atoms, all of which have conical intersections in their PESs.
The coupled three-body PESs are constructed in the following way. Ground and excited
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two-body Van der Waals potentials,
V2body−gd (rij ) =

C12 C6
− 6
12
rij
rij

V2body−exc (rij ) = V2gd (rij ) + 0.01 a.u.,

(4.15)

are coupled at every interparticle distance rij by
" 
2 #
rij − r0
C2body (rij ) = A exp −
,
w

(4.16)

where r0 lies at the two-body potential energy minimum, A and w give the corresponding
strength and extension of the coupling (see Fig. 4.16). The coupling is chosen to be relatively
weak and restricted to a small region near r0 , as seen in Fig. 4.16. Stronger two-body
couplings lead to stronger hyperspherical non-adiabatic couplings. We also wanted the twobody interaction to closely resemble that of Li2 . Therefore, we chose the following values for
our interactions and couplings: C12 = 1.1 x 107 a.u., C6 = 1.4 x 103 a.u., A = 1.0 x 10−3
a.u., w = 2.5 x 10−1 a0 and r0 = 5.0 a0 . C6 and C12 were chosen based on Ref. [BA85]
Ground and excited three-body PESs are constructed as sums of two-body potentials,
V3body−gd (r12 , r23 , r13 ) = V2body−gd (r12 ) + V2body−gd (r23 ) + V2body−gd (r13 ),

(4.17)

and
1
V3body−exc (r12 , r23 , r13 ) = (V2body−gd (r12 )+V2body−exc (r23 )+V2body−exc (r13 )+... symmetrization).
3
(4.18)
These PESs are then coupled by
2
C3body (r12 , r23 , r13 ) = [C2body (r13 ) + C2body (r23 ) + C2body (r12 )].
3
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(4.19)

Figure 4.16: Two-body Van der Waals potentials and coupling (Eqs. 4.15 and 4.16).

Therefore, in the diabatic representation V3body takes the form


C3body 
 V3body−gd
,
V3body = 


∗
C3body
V3body−exc

(4.20)

We present some preliminary results for the aforementioned Li-based system. As of the
time this thesis was written, there were still some bugs to work out in our calculations, but
we believe these results are presentable and expect to obtain more accurate results to be
published in a longer paper to also include more H3 calculations (section 4.1).
Figure 4.17 shows 15 adiabatic channels included in our calculations. This is the smallest
number of adiabatic channels before convergence of resonant states is observed. The system
extends to about 70 a0 . Note that these adiabatic potentials are essentially a superposition
of two identical families of adiabatic potentials, with one family shifted up by about 0.02
a.u. This comes from the fact that the two-body potentials are identical but shifted. Since
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Figure 4.17: Adiabatic potentials of A1 symmetry for Van der Waals Li-based system.

all adiabatic potentials are A1 symmetry, however, they form avoided crossings wherever the
two families cross. In the one-dimensional case, the energy gap at the avoided crossings is
∼ 2A (Eq. 4.16).
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show convergence tests of the three-body resonances with respect
to CAP parameters. Other convergence tests included tests against total number of included adiabatic channels, against total hyper-radial grid length, and against the number of
hyperangular basis functions used.
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Figure 4.18: Convergence of three-body resonant states (circled) with respect to CAP length.

Figure 4.19: Convergence of three-body resonant states (circled) with respect to CAP
strength.
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CORRELATION DIAGRAMS IN COLLISIONS OF THREE
IDENTICAL PARTICLES

This chapter discusses the work done by Nicolas Douguet on which I collaborated [DBK08].
The work consisted of searching for the ’good’ quantum numbers before and after a threeparticle collision. The work was motivated by the increased relevance of three-body collisions
in ultracold quantum systems (see chapter 1), and recent experiments involving few-atom
interactions in optical lattices
Since the main part of the work was done by Nicolas Douguet, this thesis will only briefly
summarize the study and will highlight the use of our theoretical approach to facilitate the
study.

5.1

Description of study

If one considers a system of three colliding identical particles, there are only three possible
configurations before, during, and after the collision: 1) three free particles, 2) two particles
close to each other and one particle far away such that the only interaction is between the
two close particles (dimer + free particle), and 3) three particles close enough that all three
interact with each other (quasi-bound three-body state). For each configuration, one can
assign a set of quantum numbers. It is possible, by studying the symmetry of the total wave
function of the system, to find the relationship between these sets of quantum numbers before
and after the collision. For example, some of the quantum numbers are conserved throughout
the collision. This study provides a systematic description of the correlations between the
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quantum numbers for all possible configurations, deriving selections rules governing the
change in quantum numbers. The study focuses on the coordinate part of the total wave
function and proposes a similar approach to include the electronic and nuclear spin statistics.
The symmetry properties of a system of three colliding identical particles with nonzero
total angular momentum are described by the D3h group (section 2.2.4). Using the notation
of Ref. [BJ98], the 12 elements of this group are written as E, (12), (13), (23),(123), (132),
without inversion E∗ and the same six plus inversion (in this notation, (12) denotes the
permutation of particles 1 and 2). For convenience, two orthogonal basis states E+0 , E−0 with
properties
(123)E±0 = e±iω E±0
(12)E±0 = E∓0
are used to span the space of E 0 states (ω = 2π/3). Basis states E+00 , E−00 are defined in the
same way for the E 00 representation. With this, it is now possible to project an arbitrary state
of the system ψ onto any of the basis functions Γ spanning the irreducible representations
by using the projector
PΓ (ψ) =

X

χΓg gψ

(5.1)

g

where g are any of the group elements of D3h , and χΓg are the characters of the onedimensional irreducible representations (characters are discussed in section 2.2.4) [Gal02].
Although the quantum numbers of an arbitrary initial state ψ are not, in general, conserved during a collision, a given irreducible representation is, and can be viewed as a good
quantum number, allowing the characterization of the possible final states. Therefore, de113

composing ψ into irreducible representation components gives the selections rules for states
before and after a collision. For example, if PΓ (ψ) gives zero, then final states transforming
according to Γ are not accessible.
Considering only the spatial part of the total wave function, it is then possible to derive
the relations between the appropriate quantum numbers of different configurations and the
irreducible representations that the quantum numbers correspond to. As an example, we
briefly discuss how this is done for short distance configurations. This will be followed by a
discussion of the derivation of the selection rules.
Short distances imply all particles are close enough to significantly interact with each
other, e.g. that the pairwise interaction is much larger than the energy of relative rotational
motion. It is defined in such a way, so as to allow the separation of vibrational and rotational
motions and, hence, the assignment of vibrational and rotational quantum numbers. The
spatial wave function is thus defined as the product of rotational and vibrational parts,
ψ = R(α, β, γ)φ(ρ, θ, ϕ)

(5.2)

where (α, β, γ) are Euler angles and (ρ, θ, ϕ) are the hyperspherical coordinates (section 2.1).
The rotational part can be described by the symmetric top eigenstates


2J + 1
R(α, β, γ) =
8π 2

1/2

J
[DM,K
(α, β, γ)]∗ .

(5.3)

where J is the total angular momentum, and M and K are its projections on the space-fixed
and molecular axes, respectively [LL03]. J, M, K are constants of motion and are sufficient
to completely define the rotational state of the system. The relation between these numbers
and the irreducible representations of the system are obtained by considering the symmetry
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J
properties of the Wigner functions DM,K
(α, β, γ) and the characters χΓg in the D3h group

[BJ98], [VM88]. These relations are summarized in Fig. 5.1 (Table 2 of Ref. [DBK08]).

Figure 5.1: Allowed rotational quantum numbers for short distances between particles. n is
an integer. Table taken from Ref. [DBK08].

In a similar way, the allowed quantum numbers of the vibrational part φ(ρ, θ, ϕ) can
be related to the irreducible representations of the system. In the case of the rigid rotor
approximation, the system obeys the symmetry properties of the C3v group (as discussed
in section 2.2.4). If one applies the normal-mode approximation, three quantum numbers
v1 , v2 , l2 describing the three-dimensional harmonic oscillator of C3v symmetry can be assigned to each vibrational state (sections 2.2.5). It is well-known that the transformation
properties of φ(ρ, θ, ϕ) depend only on l2 [BJ98], [SJBC85],[KG03] (see Fig. 5.2).
Similar relations can be found in the case of large distances, where the interaction of
at least one particle with the others can be neglected (scenarios 1 and 2). It is then possible to derive the correlations between states (and their quantum numbers) belonging to
different configurations. This is done by considering the conservation of the symmetry of
the corresponding irreducible representations. For example, correlations between states of
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Figure 5.2: In normal mode approximation, relation between irreducible representations of
the C3v vibrational wave functions and vibrational angular momentum quantum number l2 ,
which is the only relevant quantum number in this case [DBK08]. n is integer.

three interacting particles configuration and states of dimer + free particle configuration
are shown for values of total angular momentum J = 0, 1 in Fig. 5.3. Since the symmetry
for the short distance configuration only depends on quantum numbers K and l2 , and the
symmetry for the dimer + free particle configuration only depends on the values of jr and
JR (where J~ = ~jr + J~R ), then only these values are shown in Fig. 5.3.

5.2

Application of our method to this study

Using our approach to calculate vibrational states, we carried out calculations for a system
of three identical He atoms that interact via pairwise potentials multiplied by a prefactor
λ: V2body (r) = λVHe−He (r). Varying λ effectively tunes the two-body s-wave scattering
length, and can also make the calculations simpler by separating adiabatic states. For these
calculations we used λ = 5, which produces several bound states of the He2 dimer for
jr = 0, 1, 2, 3 (λ = 1 gives only one bound He2 state). A thorough discussion can be found
in section 2.1.7-2 of Ref. [Bla06].
The calculation of the adiabatic three-body potentials (Fig. 5.4) and the vibrational
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Figure 5.3: Correlation diagram for states of three interacting particle configuration (described by quantum numbers K, l2 ), and states of dimer + free particle configuration (described by quantum numbers jr , JR ) [DBK08]. Here J~ = ~jr + J~R .

hyperangular wave functions φ(ρ, θ, ϕ) (Fig. 5.5) of the He3 -based system allows the demonstration of how the rules derived in section 5.1 can be applied. These calculations were done
for J = 0, restricting the symmetry of the rotational part of the wave function to A01 .
In Fig. 5.4, the dissociation energy of three free particles is E = 0. Negative adiabatic
energies (E < 0) correspond to the dimer + free particle configuration, where the difference
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in energy from E = 0 goes into the kinetic energy of the dissociating products and the dimer
binding energy (see section 2.1.1 of Ref. [Bla06]). The most negative dissociation limit corresponds to the ground rovibrational state of the dimer (jr = 0). Therefore, for large values
of hyper-radius (e.g. large distances) the system will go into one of the two aforementioned
configurations. Small values of hyper-radius (e.g. small distances) correspond to the three
interacting particles configuration, and there is the possibility of three-body bound states.
In this system, the selection rules could be applied to the collision of three free particles,
or to the decay of a quasi-bound three-body vibrational state into a dimer + free particle.
For example, consider a quasi-bound state with E > 0 and J = 0. Because E > 0, this
state could decay into three free particles or into a dimer + free particle. Since the initial
state has A01 symmetry, then the selection rules in Fig. 5.3 indicate that if the initial state
were to decay into a dimer + free particle, then this final state must have jr even. This is
confirmed in our calculations, as Fig. 5.4 clearly indicates that A01 states only have jr even
dissociation limits. Initial arrangement of three colliding identical particles can be controlled
experimentally in, for example, ultra-cold quantum gas of fully polarized
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K atoms.

Figure 5.5 shows the dependence of the vibrational wave functions on hyperangles (θ and
ϕ, see section 2.1), which along with Euler angle γ, determine the irreducible representation
of the coordinate wave function. Since J = 0, the γ dependence is trivial. The hyperangular dependence is shown for three values of hyper-radius: small, where system behaves as
rigid rotor, intermediate, and large, where the system can be approximated by three noninteracting particles or a dimer + free particle. For each value, a wave function belonging
to each of the C3v irreducible representations (A1 , A2 , and E) is plotted. Note that the
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symmetry of the wave functions depends only on ϕ. For example, cyclic permutations (123)
and (132) are equivalent to a change in ϕ of ±2π/3.
To conclude, the derivation of these selection rules and their application to numerical
calculations such as for the He3 or H3 systems, can facilitate, for example, the study of
three-body processes in ultracold degenerate gases such as three-body recombination, and
the formation and decay of three-body Feshbach resonances. Our numerical calculations,
are in agreement with the derived selection rules and provide a means for visualizing some
of the symmetries of the system, thereby facilitating the application of the selection rules.

Figure 5.4: Three-body adiabatic curves for model He-based system of three identical bosons,
as discussed in text. Total three-body angular momentum is zero J = 0. jr denotes dimer
rotational quantum. As discussed in section 2.2.4, each adiabatic curve corresponds to an
irreducible representation of the C3v (or in this case D3h ) group. Hyperangular dependence
of the lowest adiabatic states for three values of hyper-radius is shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Hyperangular vibrational wave functions of lowest adiabatic states of He-based
system (discussed in text) for ρ = 9, 15, 30 a0 (left, center, and right columns, respectively).
Color represents value of wave function φ(θ, ϕ), which depends on two coordinates. Wave
functions display A1 , A2 and E symmetries of the C3v group. E symmetry states are represented by components Ea = Real(E+ ) and Eb = Im(E+ ). Parity is defined (positive) but
it is not specified here because it is controlled by Euler angle γ, which cannot be shown
[DBK08].
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CONCLUSION

6.1

Summary and conclusions

We developed a method to calculate three-body pre-dissociated states with one or two potential energy surfaces, including surfaces with a conical intersection. The method is formulated
in the hyperspherical formalism, along with the ’slow’ variable discretization. Additionally,
a complex absorbing potential is used. The method was successfully applied to model systems of identical bosons, and the realistic system of H3 , for which predissociated levels of
the 22 A0 molecular electronic state were calculated. To treat the X3 molecular system with
a conical intersection, a conceptually simple and effective diabatization procedure is used.
In model systems, Efimov resonances where considered, as well as a model nuclear system
with a centrifugal barrier. The approach is general enough that it can be used to study
other interesting three-body processes (discussed below), which may include fermions and
mixtures of fermions and bosons. For example, a system of three identical fermions, which
must obey the Pauli exclusion principle, is characterized by anti-symmetric A2 wave functions (as opposed to symmetric A1 wave functions for bosons), assuming the spin part of
the total wave function is symmetric and the total three-body angular momentum is zero.
A2 states can be included in our approach by simply applying anti-symmetric boundary
conditions at hyperangle ϕ = π/6. This work is part of a larger effort to develop methods to
study other interesting three-body phenomena such as trimer formation in atomic ultracold
quantum gases through optical or Feshbach resonances, the problem of weakly bound states
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of resonantly interacting particles, and the quantum dynamics near a conical intersection.

6.2

6.2.1

Future Work

Three-body recombination

In section 4.1.5, we demonstrated how we can estimate the three-body recombination rate
coefficient k3 of H+H+H with our method. For future work, we would like to accurately
calculate this value. To do this, we plan to remove the CAP and apply the R-matrix method
[AGLK96] along with the SVD approach (discussed in section 2.2.7). Besides the application
to H3 at cold temperatures, we are interested in calculating k3 for ultracold atomic systems
of Li3 and Cs3 (e.g. in ultracold quantum gases, BECs, DFGs). We would also like to apply
the approach to scatering of H2 + D− and isotopomers (discussed in section 1.2.2).

6.2.2

Systems with conical intersection

The derivation of α in sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 assume that, for points in configuration space
corresponding to large distortions (far from the conical intersection), the detailed behavior of
α is unimportant and it is everywhere equal to the phase of the asymmetric mode distortion.
So the logical questions arise: How good is this approximation? What is the next best level
of approximation to α?
As mentioned in section 4.1.2, the choice of the diagonal and absolute values of the
non-diagonal elements of the coupled potential in the diabatic representation (Eq. 4.4) is
unique if we require both electronic channels in this representation to form the E irreducible
representations of the D3h group. We assume that we have ab initio Born-Oppenheimer
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potentials, but no non-Born-Oppenheimer couplings are available. The phase of the nondiabatic coupling is exact near conical intersection in the harmonic oscillator approximation
(see, for example, Ref. [LH61]). We argue that the diagonal elements, and modulus of
the non-diagonal elements, are ’exact’ even if the harmonic oscillator approximation is not
valid, i.e. far from conical intersection. We don’t have a formal proof, but it seems that
similarly to the gauge transformation formalism, the actual form of the phase dependence is
not important. What is important is that the phase changes by 2π if one goes around conical
intersection and that the phase dependence respects the C3v symmetry of the vibrational
wave functions. If a different function is chosen for the phase of the electronic states, this
choice will be compensated by the corresponding change in phase of the vibrational functions.
These question will be addressed in some more detail in a forthcoming longer paper.
Additionally, we would like to use our approach to treat three-body systems of heavier
alkali atoms, such as Li3 , all of which involve conical intersections. Successful completion of
calculations in the model Van der Waals system will open this possibility. Of course, there
is still the obstacle of the heavy computational workload for these larger systems, but this
may be overcome by other means.

6.2.3

Universality

One interesting topic that may be possible to explore with our method is the departure from
universality. For example: How does a system depart from universality? At which point
does universal behavior begin? These questions are interesting in light of the ability to tune
the diatom interaction in ultracold quantum gases.
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6.2.4

Improving computational efficiency of our approach

One of the main obstacles in treating realistic atomic systems with heavier elements than H,
such as Li3 , is that the computational workload is too large for available supercomputers.
However, there is room to introduce more efficient numerical procedures to our approach.
In order to make the diagonalization of the SVD generalized eigenvalue problem (Eq.
2.27) more efficient, we will in the future switch to using B-splines to span the wave functions,
as opposed to the DVR basis set currently employed.
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